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Robbins hits the ground running in new
position as Edinboro Interim Athletic Director
By Chris Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

Graphic: Vecteezy.com

It might have been easy to miss the
announcement in April that Dr. Katherine Robbins
would be taking over as interim director of
athletics.
After all, the revelation came in the bottom half
of a release from the university announcing that
Bruce Baumgartner, who had served in that role
since 1997, had accepted a position as assistant vice
president for university advancement. Her name
did not even appear in the headline.
In the ensuing weeks as part of the department’s
shake-up, the administration had to replace the
school’s head wrestling coach, cross country
coach, lacrosse coach and women’s basketball
coach — and subsequently, assistant women’s and
men’s basketball coaches. Whether you knew of
her or not, she was already helping to steer the
department in a new direction.
“I had to hit the ground running. We had a lot
going on,” she said. “Even before I got over here, I
sat in on the search, with Bruce, for the new head
[wrestling] coach. In the meantime…coach Foster
from cross country had gotten the job offer from
Tennessee, so it was very busy.”
While the beginning of her tenure has not
received much attention from the outside, those
within the athletics department have taken notice
of her efforts. Head Track and Field Coach Anne
Cleary said Robbins’ passion and optimism has
been contagious.
“She brings a lot of energy and excitement to the
program, which is great,” she said. “I think it’s all
really exciting for us moving forward. The school,
in a whole, is kind of in a transition period, and
I think [Robbins] in her short time already has
shown that the athletic department can come out
of this transition better than we went into it.”

Contributed Photo

Katherine Robbins stands with Dr. Michael Hannan and Edinboro football players at a tailgate event.
Associate Athletic Director Todd Jay, who
has worked at Edinboro since 1985 and in his
current position since 1998, said the new director
of athletics has been met with enthusiasm from
players, coaches and administrators alike.
“Why I knew that she would be good [as athletic
director] is her love for the athletes,” he said.
“There is a renewed energy in our building that
hasn’t been there in a long time.”
Now five months into her new role, Robbins is

finally beginning to settle in. While the attention
may never have been on her, it has shifted from the
abrupt personnel changes to how the department
will move forward. Meanwhile, her focus has been
on improving the student-athlete educational

See Robbins, A2

A morning on modern monetary
theory at the Al Stone Lecture Series
By Shayma Musa
Voices Editor

Photo: Hannah McDonald

Students meet following the changes in the campus’ assistant-care program. The
Spectator spoke to Interim President Michael Hannan regarding the announcement.

Interim president addresses
confusion, anger about OAS
By Hannah McDonald
Executive Editor

Two emails were sent out by Edinboro University Interim President Dr. Michael Hannan
regarding changes coming to the campus’ assistant-care program, part of the Office for
Accessibility Services (OAS), formerly OSD. The first, sent Sept. 19, resulted in student
uproar, hashtag creation and vocalized anger and confusion amongst both the students
immediately affected, their friends, classmates and university employees.
The second email, sent Sept. 21, was meant to clear up some of this confusion and
answer the questions that students may have had, explained Hannan.
Last academic year, Edinboro University was notified by the Office for Vocational
Rehabilitation (OVR) that due to a change in federal regulation four years ago, the
university would no longer be able to directly provide assistant-care services through their
own employees, Hannan said in an interview on Monday. EU was given a year (the current
academic year) to come to compliance with the regulations.
Following the news from OVR about the regulations, Hannan explained that, “[We]
have been working with multiple agencies to try and find a way to provide access to these
services as closely as possible to what we had been doing.”
The alternative for this was “going the route of the other universities in the country,”

See OAS, A2
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The birds still chirped the morning of
Thursday, Sept. 20 when Dr. Robert Cogan
addressed the 20 or so people gathered
intimately in the basement of Diebold Hall in
the Al Stone Integration Center. The scent of
coffee and cinnamon cookies mingled with
that of wooden theater props. The chit-chat of
friends and acquaintances catching up with
each other created a welcoming atmosphere.
Cogan, a retired professor of philosophy,
spoke on modern monetary theory.
Specifically, he talked monetary theory as
interpreted by Stephanie Kelton, the economic
advisor on the Bernie Sanders campaign.
“I was trained in analysis, linguistic analysis,
a school that rose to prominence in the 1960s
and 70s in England and the United States,”
Cogan began. “The key to this school of
philosophy is that we seek evidence for claims
and write them down, turn them around
and over and look for their implications —
defining their subjects. This training led me
to think that I might facilitate understanding
of this (monetary theory) because it is an
abstract subject [and] by using a sort of
Euclidean method I will propose an axiom and
then try to give you proof of it — visual proof.”
As he wound a baking timer to 45 minutes,
Cogan remarked on the dense academic
nature of the subject at hand. “There is a
phenomenon known to economics professors
called EGO. When I have to listen to a lecture
on economics my ‘eyes glaze over,’ so I will
hopefully make it concrete with pictures,
diagrams and maybe a little humor,” he said.
In keeping with that statement, the
audience stayed engaged throughout the
speech, challenging Cogan’s comments,
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debating stats and asking questions.
Cogan defined modern monetary theory in
a series of three statements: (1) Governments
have no financial restraints; (2) all
governments face ecological limits as to what
can be created and consumed; and (3) the
government’s financial deficit is the public’s
financial surplus.
Cogan also defined what he called “National
Debt Terrorists.”
On his list were the Koch Brothers, whom
he said, “Have been pumping into American
economic conscious as it is, the idea that the
national debt is a terrible problem which is
going to require cuts to the social entitlement
programs that we have.”
In learning modern monetary theory,
Cogan said, campaigners will be trained to
“wipe away the austerity that we can’t provide
for these things (Social Security, Medicare,
and Obamacare), and so on, ideas that are
threats to the general welfare. “
Dr. Robert Rhodes organized the Al Stone
Lecture Series and moderated the speech. The
next lecture in the series — to be presented
by Michael Morrison of the department of
business and economics — will be on the
subject of “The Economic Costs and Benefits
of Tariffs.”
The Al Stone Lecture Series is hosted by
the Al Stone Integration Center, and the
series will continue through this semester
hosting speakers from a number of academic
disciplines presenting on various topics.
That next speech will take place Oct. 4, in
the basement of Diebold Performing Arts
Center at 9:30 a.m. The event is free and open
to the public.
Shayma Musa | voices.spectator@gmail.com

Sports
Mallory Run
plays PACA
Arts Editor experiences
the Edinboro hit band
at Erie show, A4.
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‘Boro assists in birth of career
By Samantha Schaupp
Staff Writer

Many of us like to believe that we are in the
toughest, most competitive program on campus.
But with so many diverse fields of study, it’s likely
that each has its specialized challenges. If you
ask Kayla Vlassich, she will tell you about her
experience in the nursing program, as well as her
real-life experiences as a nurse.
“The nursing program taught me how hard
you have to work to get [to] where you want to
be. Even after college, nothing will ever be handed
to you,” the 2016 Edinboro alumna said. Vlassich
has spent the last three years as a working nurse
in Pittsburgh and is now currently in Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
Between having an uncertain schedule of
working 12-14 hour shifts, working overnight,
moving down the east coast, and having her
husband being stationed in Germany for the last
3 months, Vlassich still finds ways to care for
patients. She stressed that it was both Edinboro
and real world work that turned her into a fullyrounded professional.
“No amount of studying or reading books can
teach you how to be there for somebody during
some of the happiest or saddest times of their
lives. There’s no way to teach somebody how to be
compassionate,” she said.
Although nursing can be incredibly rewarding,
it can also be incredibly difficult. “There’s nothing
you can learn in school that will prepare you,
not to be too morbid, for the loss of your first
patient. They can teach you everything you need
to know about being a nurse in class, but nothing
can prepare you for caring for your patient. For

example, what do you do when a mother loses
her baby? No one can teach you that aspect of
nursing,” she said.
Vlassich needed to use all of these skills in her
work at Magee-Women’s Hospital of UPMC in
Pittsburgh, as well as her current place of work,
Cape Fear Valley Medical Center in Fayetteville.
She’s worked in an obstetrical fellowship, the
postpartum unit and is currently in family
centered care. Family centered care works with
antepartum and postpartum care, along with
having a transitional nursery.
For those of us not in the medical profession,
antepartum is the period shortly before
childbirth, obstetrical is relating to childbirth and
the processes associated with it, and postpartum
is related to the time after childbirth.
Even though nursing can be tough, Vlassich
said there are really great things that happen on
the job as well. She has the opportunity to help
women in the first stages of taking care of their
first child; she gets to help new babies learn to eat
and get to know their new mothers; and she also
helps with the process of newborns transitioning
from withdrawing to being healthy and happy.
The real world of nursing may not be as
glamorous as TV or reality shows can make
it seem, but Vlassich makes it seem like it’s
definitely worthwhile.
Find our alumni special issue on
Homecoming morning at local businesses. It
includes additional interviews with former
Fighting Scots.
Samantha Schaupp | @edinboronow
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Robbins
From A1
experience.
As an undergraduate student, Robbins
earned All-American honors three times in
water skiing. She would go on to earn her
master’s degree before attending Clemson
University to earn a doctorate degree in
special education. She specialized in working
with students with high-incidence disabilities
and mild learning disorders. These are
diagnoses such as ADHD or certain
behavioral disorders, which are sometimes
referred to as invisible disabilities because
they can be hard to spot by an undiscerning
eye.
However, she found herself working
with student-athletes as early as graduate
school. She explained that even though most
student-athletes do not have diagnosed
learning disorders, some come to college
underprepared or find themselves having
to be responsible for their own education
for the first time, while the concepts used to
help those with mild learning disabilities can
easily be applied to student-athletes.
“I’m an advocate for higher education and
I know the importance of getting a college
degree, and we all are student-athletes, not
the reverse,” she said. “Many of them don’t
have a diagnosed disability, but…everybody
has their strengths and weaknesses, so some
students struggle in different academic
areas. I think my experience working
with the higher-incidence disabilities, the
invisible disabilities, has really helped me be
successful with some of the student-athletes
who really struggle.”
Cleary said part of what has made
Robbins’ time so productive is her
willingness to personally get to know all of
the university’s student-athletes and support
the department.
“We have 350-400 athletes. That’s a lot of
athletes, and she’s going around trying to
meet with people, doing everything she can
to get to all of the events,” she said. “She’s just
doing a phenomenal job. We are very lucky
that she got moved over to help us.”
Robbins has also overseen new projects
within the department. Last week, the
university announced the creation of
an esports team, the result of months
of planning and coordination between
the athletics, admissions and marketing
departments. She said more announcements
are coming as projects get finalized.
“I think I’ve learned a lot in a very short
period of time, and I think we’ve been able
to get a lot accomplished in a short period of
time,” Robbins said. “We have high quality
coaches and athletic staff, and I think we’re
in a really exciting time. The leadership at
Edinboro has been extremely supportive
and very collaborative, and there are a lot of
campus-wide initiatives…I’m really excited
about the future of Edinboro and Edinboro
athletics.”

Before being named interim director of
athletics, Robbin served as the assistant chair
of the department of counseling, school
psychology and special education. There, she
handled mostly administrative duties and
hiring of staff, not unlike she experienced
when she first took her new position. In fact,
she said the scope of her responsibilities now
is similar to her last position, just on a larger
scale. The main challenge she’s experienced
has been budgeting, something she didn’t
have to worry about before.
“I did have to learn some new skills on the
fly that weren’t part of my responsibilities as
the assistant chair,” she said. “I have to make
tough decisions about how we allocate those
dollars. That’s the toughest part because
our student-athletes work really hard, and I
would like to be able to give them more.”
Adding to the difficulty of learning to
budget for a large, traditionally tight-laced
athletics department is Edinboro’s declining
enrollment, which has drawn a large
amount of attention in recent years. Some
of the recent declining enrollment has been
deliberate as the university sought to raise
admission standards, but both Robbins and
Jay pointed to the recent increase in student
retention rate to the benefits of that tactic.
“She’ll be the first to tell you that the
frustration that we have is because, like
any other business, it’s resources,” Jay said.
“These kids need scholarship money and for
so many reasons. And it’s the competition...
it’s what other schools can offer that we right
now are challenged [with].”
The administration has also been working
to restructure their scholarship system. Both
working out a budget and a scholarship
model are geared toward getting athletes
at Edinboro what they deserve, she said,
something the university struggles with.
“I think there is a perception that our
athletes are on full rides, but most don’t
receive any money at all,” Robbins said.
In fact, she credits the student-athletes
with making her hard work worthwhile. Still,
as much as she said she enjoys the work she
is doing to advance the athletics department,
it’s the student part of the student-athlete
equation that pulls at her the most.
“The toughest part...I would say I miss
teaching, so that’s tough,” Robbins said. “I
love teaching.”
The interim director of athletics position
lasts for two years, long enough to help
stabilize the program amongst so many
changes and set it on its new path. When the
position is filled for good, the school will
have a fully-functioning esports team and,
hopefully, attract even more athletes from
around the country to become a Fighting
Scot.
Chris Rosato Jr. | @edinboronow

OAS
From A1
Hannan said, and “telling students they
need to…make their own arrangements for
care and then make sure they are all in place
before they arrive (at Edinboro).”
But, he aimed to provide more. “We’ve
had too long of a commitment to students
with disabilities. We wanted to figure
out how we could work with partners to
continue to let students live on campus and
have ready access to daily living services
that they need.”
With the change in services required
— from the university being a primary
provider to bringing in another private
organization — being implemented in Fall
2019, “What weighed most heavily was
making sure the burden for students making
their own arrangements was minimized
so they could focus on their education,”
Hannan said.
With this goal in mind — Hannan (in his
role as provost), Dr. Stacie Wolbert (while
serving as interim dean of students), and
the president’s executive leadership team
— looked to find solutions to comply with
federal regulations and still offer resources
to their students.
OVR assisted in this change, Hannan
said, as they had been “talking on an
ongoing basis….about the possibility of
actually having physical space on campus to
assist students in coordination.”
After research that took place over the
summer, a decision was made to have A
Bridge to Independence (ABI) be the new
on-campus service provider for Edinboro’s
students in the assistant care program.
“ABI was an organization that had
been mentioned to us as a good service
coordinating agency in this region,”
Hannan explained.
Once the change is implemented,
students will have the option to work
directly through ABI or another service

coordinating agency of their choice, but ABI
will be the only agency on campus every
weekday.
Beginning Monday, Oct. 1, ABI will
be on campus in the Pogue Student
Center to discuss options with students,
answer questions and start work for a
transition come fall, Angela Burrows,
assistant vice president for marketing and
communications, said in an interview
following the initial news.
Though it has not been finalized, next
fall, when ABI is the primary service
provider on campus, they plan to have
a location in Rose Hall or wherever it is
determined to best suit students, Burrows
said.
In addition to ABI’s temporary office, the
university and the new service coordinator
will be hosting meetings — both on a grand
scale, including members of the assistantcare program, and personal, to help plan for
the remainder of students’ time at Edinboro.
If the student wishes, parents and
guardians will also be involved in the
conversations and process. To make this
easier on the family members and students’
support systems, the university will also
arrange conference calls or Skype sessions
for those who cannot make it to campus for
meetings. The university plans to provide
food and housing accommodations for those
able to travel to Edinboro, where they can
discuss options in person.
While these specific upcoming meetings
still need to be planned, organized and
scheduled, Hannan said, “We’re just trying
to follow federal regulations but still be
the number one school in the country that
provides coordinated services for these
students.”
Hannah McDonald | @edinboronow
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By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

Edinboro University Student Government
Association (EUSGA) met for the first time this
semester on Sept. 24 in Wiley 107. The meeting
focused on rebranding efforts, along with the
aims of becoming a more student friendly and
involved group.
One of the biggest changes this year is the
elimination of the General Funds process.
According to EUSGA, Edinboro was the last of
the PASSHE schools to still have that process as
of last year; other schools found that it was just
not functional. Now, students are required to
submit their budget the prior year for activities
and events.
In addition, the meetings will now be bi-weekly
and club representatives are required to attend.
EUSGA is hoping students will be more involved
so that funds will be distributed more fairly and
everyone will be aware of what is happening. “We
felt that it was important for you all to be here to
know what’s going on in SGA, the changes that
we’re going to make, and also, we want your input
as well,” stated Vice President Anjali Wright.
Students will now also swipe in with their ID
cards instead of EUSGA taking role.
Wright also wanted to address what EUSGA
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is supposed to be, so that everyone was on the
same page. She asserted that the organization is
not a parent club, but a corporation. “We have
employees, we pay taxes, we have audits, so we
function as a business. We are here to allocate for
you and to give you what you need to improve
your experience at Edinboro.”
Other changes include the rebranding of the
game room and EUSGA office. The game room
will be repainted and refurnished. They are
also looking for students to paint game related
murals on the walls of the game room to make
it feel more like it belongs to the students. In the
EUSGA office, the group is working to develop a
more student-friendly environment. There’s free
water bottles and other swag for students to take,
as well as a cubicle for students to sit and work or
hangout.
Currently, EUSGA consists of Olivia
Franchock as the president, Wright as the vice
president, Sherri Gould as the financial advisor,
and Stacie Wolbert as the overall advisor.
Positions for the treasurer, secretary, public
relations chair and parliamentarian are all
currently open.
The next meeting will take place Oct. 8 in
Wiley 107.
Livia Homerski | @edinboronow

Homecoming candidates battle
during Penny Wars this year
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

There was an interesting wrinkle to the selection of the Edinboro homecoming court this year,
with the 2018 Penny Wars as part of the selection process.
The unique voting technique featured eight teams and 17 candidates for the Homecoming 2018
court and took place in the Frank G. Pogue Student Center near the food court until Thursday,
Sept. 27.
Teams were Taylor Allison and Jared Hladycz, labeled in purple, Amanda Kwandras and Dylan
Hollingsworth in yellow, Ashley Matse and Kas Dolan in peach, Courtney Weber and Arick
Shankles in red, Alyssa Briglio, Sierra Brown, and Nicholas Gregory in blue, Brittnee Tenon and
Niah Laughery in pink, Madison Gilbert and Nathan McKinney in green, and Alex McClintock
with Jacob Reilly in orange.
As stated on a flyer, “All of the money donated will go toward the charity of the winner’s
choosing.”
The rules for coins were as follows: One penny equals adding one point, while each nickel
subtracts five points, each dime subtracts 10 points and each quarter subtracts 25 points.
Dollar bills subtract points also, with $1 subtracting 100 points, $5 subtracting 500, $10
subtracting 1,000 and $20 subtracting 2,000. As the announcement stated: “support your favorite
candidates by adding pennies to their jugs and/or sabotage the other candidates by adding silver
coins or bills to their jug.”
Winners for the court will be announced Friday, Sept. 28 at 7 p.m. during the Homecoming
pregame.
Amber Chisholm | eupnews.spectator@gmail.com
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The crossroads of intellect
By Rick Chernicky
Staff Writer

Coming from a long line of engineers,
Dr. Jeffrey Astbury always had a knack
for thinking beyond the norm. The once
young man would leave his home in Mount
Lebanon, heading to Edinboro University.
And it was Edinboro where he set the
stage for his career, along with a habit for
diverging his studies.
While pursuing his physics degree,
Astbury spent a significant amount of
his free time playing football during his
sophomore, junior and senior years at
Edinboro. Although he was physically in his
prime, there was research beyond athletics
that drove him to where he stands today.
“I was not a traditional pre-med student.
I was really more focused on engineering,”
said Astbury, the current vice chairman for
cardiovascular services and the director of
perioperative echocardiography at the Butler
Health System.
Before he committed to a profession,
Astbury showed interest in engineering
and medicine, a pattern he described as
somewhat of a struggle because he had
difficulty pursuing a particular practice due
to the wandering nature of his intellect.
Astbury described Dr. Benjamin
Lowenhaupt, a former professor at Edinboro,
as a significant figure in his molding years.
Together, the two worked diligently on
researching theoretical electrical physiology.
Even after Astbury’s graduation in 1980,
he still served as a research assistant to
Lowenhaupt in the department of biology,
where Astbury developed computer graphics
and simulations for the electrogenic theory
of electrically excitable cell membranes.
From Edinboro, Astbury pursued his
master’s degree in electrical engineering at
the University of Pittsburgh, followed by a
second master’s degree in bioengineering at
the University of Pennsylvania. When asked
how the jumps in his educational pursuit tied
together, Astbury said, “My path was longer,

Find our alumni special issue on
Homecoming morning at local businesses. It
includes additional interviews with former
Fighting Scots.
Rick Chernicky | @edinboronow

1982 house party leads to third
accusation against Kavanaugh
By Michael Finnegan
Los Angeles Times

Graphic by Eboni Yancey

but it was all very beneficial.”
At age 30, Astbury found himself in
medical school, where he was beginning
to realize that anesthesiology was his
passion. However, it wasn’t until he was
overseeing a heart transplant that he found
himself drawn to the particulars of being
an anesthesiologist. Astbury’s calling to this
practice dealt with the mixture of medicine
and physiology, which sparked his curiosity
because his pursuit in various fields was
beginning to come to a crossroads.
Today, Astbury functions primarily as an
intraoperative cardiologist, which means that
he makes it possible to conduct surgery safely
through his expertise in anesthesiology.
Through his academic career, Astbury
has taught 15 courses at a Penn State branch
campus during a span of three years, and
has also been certified four times by the
National Board of Echocardiography, a
leading medical association in the U.S.
This association has only certified 14 other
people in the world for their efforts in
echocardiography.
With four sons — Matthew, Ryan,
Benjamin and Bradford — plus a hectic
work schedule, he still finds time for
coaching little league baseball, doing home
maintenance, woodworking and keeping
up with yard work. Astbury went on to
describe how he finds yard work and home
maintenance relaxing, in contrast to his
everyday schedule.
Astbury explained that he wouldn’t be
where he is now without his experience at
Edinboro, and to this day he does research
on heart valves to keep himself busy. This
is a rapidly changing practice, and he’s been
staying fluid with the ever changing nature of
the medical field.

Supreme Court nominee Brett M.
Kavanaugh was present at a 1982 house
party where a Washington woman said
that she was gang raped, according to an
explosive statement that her lawyer released
Wednesday.
The woman, Julie Swetnick, 55, did not
accuse Kavanaugh and his friend Mark
Judge of participating in the assault, which
would have occurred when they were in high
school.
But she said she witnessed efforts by
Kavanaugh, Judge and others to get girls
“inebriated and disoriented so they could
then be ‘gang raped’ in a side room or
bedroom by a ‘train’ of numerous boys.”
“I have a firm recollection of seeing boys
lined up outside rooms at many of these
parties waiting for their ‘turn’ with a girl
inside the room,” she wrote in a declaration
that her attorney, Michael Avenatti, posted
Wednesday morning on Twitter. “These boys
included Mark Judge and Brett Kavanaugh.”
“This is ridiculous and from the Twilight
Zone,” Kavanaugh said in a statement
released by the White House. “I don’t know
who this is and this never happened.”
Trump lashed out at Avenatti on Twitter.
He called him “a third rate lawyer who is
good at making false accusations, like he did
on me,” alluding to allegations by Avenatti’s
client Stormy Daniels that Trump had
extramarital sex with the porn star in 2006.
“He is just looking for attention and
doesn’t want people to look at his past record
and relationships, a total low-life!” Trump
tweeted.
Judge, a conservative author and
journalist who was Kavanaugh’s classmate
at Georgetown Prep high school, had no
immediate comment on Swetnick’s statement.
Avenatti sent the declaration to the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
Swetnick is the third woman to accuse
Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct when he
was in high school or college in the 1980s.
From 1981 to 1983, Swetnick said,
Kavanaugh and Judge were present at at least
10 house parties that she attended in the

Washington area.
The teenage boys were “joined at the hip,”
drank excessively and engaged in “highly
inappropriate conduct, including being
overly aggressive with girls and not taking
‘No’ for an answer,” she wrote. “This conduct
included the fondling and grabbing of girls
without their consent.”
Swetnick recalled seeing Kavanaugh press
girls against him without their consent and
try to shift their clothing to expose private
body parts.
Kavanaugh, Judge and others tried to
spike the punch at house parties with drugs
or grain alcohol so girls would lose their
inhibitions about sex, Swetnick alleged.
Lawyers for the Senate panel were
reviewing it Wednesday morning, committee
spokesman Taylor Foy said.
Swetnick’s allegations came on the eve of
a high-stakes Judiciary Committee hearing
where Christine Blasey Ford, a psychologist
and professor at Palo Alto University, is
scheduled to testify about what she has
described as a sexual assault by Kavanaugh
when he was 17 and she was 15. Judge was
allegedly in the room at the time.
Leaders of the Senate Republican majority
have vowed to confirm Kavanaugh no
matter what Ford testifies to, ensuring a
conservative tilt to the nation’s highest court
for years to come.
It’s unclear, though, whether they will
ultimately have enough votes. At least
two Republicans, Sens. Lisa Murkowski of
Alaska and Susan Collins of Maine, remain
undecided.
In a Fox News interview Monday night,
Kavanaugh, who will also testify Thursday,
denied he ever sexually assaulted anyone.
Ford has told The Washington Post that
Kavanaugh was heavily intoxicated at a party
when he jumped on her in a bedroom, tried
to remove her clothes and covered her mouth
with his hand to stop her from screaming.
On Sunday night, The New Yorker
published an article in which one of
Kavanaugh’s Yale University classmates,
Deborah Ramirez, accused him of exposing
himself to her at close range at a drunken
dormitory party. Kavanaugh has denied the
allegation.
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Faculty exhibit, ‘Nailing Honey to the Bee,’ hits Bruce Gallery
Edinboro’s annual faculty show is on display
from Sept. 6-30. The exhibit, titled “Nailing
Honey to the Bee,” features work from
Edinboro professors Michelle Vitali, Malcolm
Christhilf, Terry McKelvey, D.W. Martin,
Francis Demaske, Chuck Johnson, Michelle
Lee Ghisson and Doug Eberhardt.
Bruce Gallery is open on Tuesday through
Thursday from 12-6 p.m., and Friday and
Saturday from noon to 3 p.m.

Michelle Vitali’s ‘Facial Reconstruction.’

Photos: Kelly Staschak

Malcolm Christhilf ’s ‘Color Study.’

Photos: Kelly Staschak

Review: ‘Enchanted Insanity’ experience rounds out Potterfest
By Nathan Brennan
Staff Writer

If you love Harry Potter and weren’t in
Edinboro over the past week, you missed out
on something great: Edinboro Potterfest. With
a variety of activities and fun to be had, both
on and off campus, the annual event always
entertains casual and die-hard fans alike.
This is especially true of the play put on at the
Diebold Center for the Performing Arts to close
out the festivities this year, which, according to
Professor Corbin Fowler, was called “Enchanted
Insanity.”
And “insanity” it was, in the best way
possible.
Right from the beginning, it was apparent
this was no ordinary theatrical experience.
Before the performance even began, a rousing
round of Harry Potter trivia was played with
the audience, and if you answered correctly,
you earned a piece of candy; as for me, I got a
Butterfinger.
Then the play began, and it could clearly be
seen that it was made for the fans. In the style
of a spoof, the performers lovingly made fun
of the source material, going book by book
to cover the main plots, with clever prop use
and plenty of jokes along the way. A common
running joke, for instance, was making actors
play multiple roles (such as cast member Adam
Leute, who played both Hagrid and Professor
Dumbledore), which led to even more hijinks.
They even did their own renditions of

popular songs.
Since last Potterfest, a movie called “The
Greatest Showman” came out, so naturally the
show began with their version of “The Greatest
Show,” with words changed to fit the occasion;
instead of “This is the greatest show,” the cast
sang, appropriately enough, “Welcome to this
year’s show.”
Later on, when Harry needed motivation
to fight the dark lord Voldemort just after
they finished telling the “Goblet of Fire” story,
Hermione and the cast cheered him up with
their version of “The Greatest Showman” smash
hit “This Is Me,” instead singing “Yes, Harry.”
Then, in a surprise twist, a “theatre official”
intervened in their song to tell them to clear out
the building, abruptly bringing about the end
of their show; this led to their finale song where
they, to the cheers of the audience, performed
their version of the popular My Chemical
Romance song, “Welcome to the Black Parade,”
sung by Harry himself and the cast.
The craziest part? According to actor Chole
Loose, the cast had only nine rehearsals to get
ready for the show. Working with such a time
constraint could really be stressful, but Loose
took it in stride, instead looking at it as “really
a test of skill” to be able to put it together so
quickly.
This year’s show was Loose’s fourth, but his
first as the title character, which he described as
exhausting, mostly as a result of lines to learn
on top of his responsibilities with the marching

Photo: Nathan Brennan

Harry, Ron and Hermione get trapped in the ‘devil’s snare,’ and hilarity ensues.
band. Despite the stress, he always has fun
doing the show, especially in such a main role.
“It was amazing!”
While the rehearsal process is short, the
development of the show takes place over
the summer, according to the show’s director
Maribeth McCarthy, an EU alumna who also
starred in the show as Ginny Weasley.
She has been directing the Potterfest shows
every year since its inception eight years ago in
2010, and safe to say, it’s been a handful. “It’s a
lot of work. Every September it’s been a part of
my life,” she said.
Nonetheless, every year, she comes back,
along with the magic of the theatre. And while

the cast changes a bit from year to year, it only
gets stronger. Describing the show as a “cluster
of awesomeness,” she and the cast gave it their
all, enjoying every moment. “It’s a cumulation
of all the best we have to give,” said McCarthy.
Fun was definitely a common theme with this
play, and the cast surely delivered.
Overall, “Enchanted Insanity” and its
talented cast brought a refreshing and hilarious
take on Harry Potter and theatre in general, and
they can count on me to come back again for
next year’s Potterfest.
Nathan Brennan | @edinboronow
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Joyce Manor

BROCKHAMPTON

The Story So Far

“Million Dollars to Kill Me”

“Iridescence”

“Proper Dose”

The garage-punk tones of Joyce Manor’s beloved
S/T have been replaced with doo-wop inspired
pop-punk hooks and clean vocals on “Million
Dollars to Kill Me.”

The standout tracks embody what “Iridescence” is:
demonstrating the production, the cadences that
the artists decided to use, the hooks that dominate,
and the topics the group rap about that form the
backbone of the album.

The dedication of each band member is apparent
upon listening through “Proper Dose.” The Story
So Far proves they are continuously learning and
working to create as rich and wholesome of a
product as possible.

Standout tracks: “Big Lie” & “Silly Games.”

Standout tracks: “Tape,” “Tonya” & “Fabric.”

Standout tracks: “If I Fall” & “Need to Know.”

Review

‘Boro sweethearts Mallory Run sell out PACA on a Wednesday
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

That’s right, you read the headline correctly.
The Performance Arts Collective Alliance,
or PACA, teamed up with local booking and
talent group The Andromeda Agency to host
bands such as Erie acts Lyle Sallade and Real
Fake Doors, Young Culture from Albany, New
York, and of course, Edinboro’s own Mallory
Run.
As the doors opened at 7:30, tickets went
quickly, and by 9 p.m., the show had already
sold out, meeting the 100 ticket goal. Although
this doesn’t seem like too big of a deal, the
show took place in Erie on a Wednesday night,
Sept. 19, and sold out, something that the local
music scene in Erie rarely sees.
I’ve heard a lot of hype about Mallory
Run since I started school three years ago at
Edinboro, but never caught one of their shows.
I went to this performance on a whim, and
asked myself, what is it about this band that
generates so much buzz? That was answered
loud and clear before the first breakdown
ended during “For Now.”
For one, the band keeps up a great energy.
Even in the tiny theater, which still had its four
pews standing and the majority of the furniture
from the ongoing weekend production,
“Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,” a mosh pit
broke out during “Simple Times.” The band
isn’t glued to one spot nor are they running
all around the stage and doing guitar tricks,
they stay dedicated to what they’re playing,
and truly feel that energy. The crowd was also
feeling that energy and the mosh pit remained

for the rest of the show.
This is definitely represented in the music.
As stated before, they don’t bounce off the walls
because the technicality of their music simply
doesn’t allow for that. Although they fall into
the hardcore/pop-punk genre, they try to mix
the song structures up and stray away from
punchy, repetitive four-chord progressions.
They experimented outside the genre, and that
shows with the math-rocky solo thrown into
one of the songs.
The ends of their songs rarely sound like the
beginnings, and the band even blends some
songs into one another for a more cohesive
experience, such as with the tracks “Bloom”
and “Marigolds,” performed one after the other.
Despite a few small hiccups in the guitar
solos, I still walked away with a strong
impression of the band and am looking
forward to catching Mallory Run again. I went
through and checked out their Bandcamp,
but their recorded music (so far) pales in
comparison to what they sound like live. They
played songs from their first self-titled release
and their EP “Spin.”
Even if hardcore/pop punk music isn’t your
favorite thing, I’d still recommend going to a
show if you don’t have anything going on. If
you’re someone who loves music like I do, just
perhaps not this genre, you’ll find enjoyment
and appreciation in other people who are
passionate about it. Support that passion in
person; it means the world to up and coming
musicians to actually see people connecting
with their music.

Photos: Livia Homerski

Singer Dan McClune catches his breath during the energetic PACA show.

Livia Homerski | @edinboronow

Guitarist John Krasinski provides backing vocals and guitar for Mallory Run.

Recently signed to Equal Vision Records, Young Culture supported Mallory Run at PACA.

The Arts
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Robert Redford’s 20
most essential movies
By Rafer Guzmán
Newsday

“Upbeat and positive” is how
Robert Redford has described his
next and final film, “The Old Man
and the Gun.” It features Redford
as Forest Tucker, a real-life career
criminal who continued to rob banks
even into his late 70s. Redford, who
turned 82 in August, revealed two
years ago that “The Old Man and The
Gun,” which hits theaters on Friday,
Sept. 28, will mark his retirement
from acting.
It’s hard to imagine the silver
screen without Redford , after all,
he’s been on it for nearly 60 years.
Though blessed with matinee idol
looks and a dazzling smile, Redford
spent his career playing a wide range
of roles, from Wild West figures
to contemporary journalists. In
the 1980s he turned to directing
and found success there as well,
earning an Oscar for his emotionally
wrenching debut, “Ordinary People.”
For older generations, Redford is
one of the last true Hollywood stars,
though younger generations may
know him better as the patron saint
of independent filmmakers thanks to
his Sundance Institute and Sundance
Film Festival. On the eve of Redford’s
final role, here are 20 films that
shaped and defined his remarkable
career, as both actor and director.
Barefoot in the Park (1967) This
Neil Simon adaptation brought
Redford over from the Broadway
production as Paul, an uptight
attorney who has just married the
free-spirited Corie (Jane Fonda). It’s
pretty cutesy-wutesy, but the young
stars have an irresistible chemistry.
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid (1969) As the roguish outlaws in
the title, Paul Newman and Redford
set a standard for buddy-banter
and bromantic chemistry. GibsonGlover, Clooney-Pitt and many
other cinematic duos would follow
their leads. This is also the film
that inspired the name of Redford’s
famous film institute, Sundance.
The Candidate (1972) The poster
shows Redford as a glib politician
blowing a chewing-gum bubble , but

this is no comedy. Written by Eugene
McCarthy’s former speechwriter,
“The Candidate” is a riveting drama
about high ideals and hard reality.
Worth re-watching every four years.
Jeremiah Johnson (1972) In one
of his earliest collaborations with
director Sydney Pollack, Redford
plays the legendary mountain-man
of the 1800s. The movie was a major
hit, and helped establish the rugged,
outdoorsy image that Redford would
return to often over his career.
The Sting (1973) The NewmanRedford team returns as con men in
1936. The film was a smash hit , the
20th highest-grossing of all time,
adjusted for inflation, and won seven
Oscars.
The Way We Were (1973) Barbra
Streisand plays a Jewish activist who
falls for Redford’s carefree WASP
in this heart-tugging romance.
The schmaltzy title song suggests a
melodrama, but this is actually an
intelligent, grown-up movie about
grown-up problems. A high point for
both stars.
The Great Gatsby (1974) Jack
Clayton’s overhyped version of the
F. Scott Fitzgerald novel turned out
to be a critical and commercial dud,
but it’s a fairly sensitive reading that
looks much better today. Redford
leads a fine cast (Bruce Dern, Mia
Farrow) as the charmed-yet-cursed
Gatsby.
Three Days of the Condor
(1975) A bookish CIA researcher
(Redford) is drawn into a murderous
plot within the agency and, out of
desperation, turns to a stranger
(Faye Dunaway) for help. Pollack’s
crisp direction and Redford’s earnest
performance make “Condor” one of
the quintessential paranoid thrillers.
All the President’s Men (1976)
Two Washington Post staffers,
Bob Woodward (a cool, confident
Redford) and Carl Bernstein (a
dyspeptic Dustin Hoffman), bring
down President Richard Nixon. Not
even an Oscar nod for Redford, but
this remains the definitive Watergate
movie and a classic of ‘70s cinema.
The Electric Horseman
(1979) Another Redford-Fonda

‘The Old Man and the Gun’ is Redford’s final film before he goes into acting retirement.
collaboration, with a slightly goofy
premise: Redford plays a former
rodeo champ and breakfast-cereal
spokesman who absconds with the
company’s horse. Critics shrugged,
but moviegoers turned it into a $61
million hit.
Brubaker (1980) At an Arkansas
prison, the new warden (Redford)
goes undercover as a convict to
find evidence of abuse, corruption
and murder. Based on a true story,
“Brubaker” marked a gritty and
violent departure for its flaxenhaired star.
Ordinary People (1980) For his
directorial debut, Redford chose
a story about a family struggling
with death and suicide. Riveting
performances from Donald
Sutherland, Timothy Hutton and
an unexpected Mary Tyler Moore
made this movie shorthand for
“heavy drama,” and Redford won the
directing Oscar, his only competitive
Academy Award.
The Natural (1984) Redford
plays the fictional baseball prodigy
Roy Hobbs in this gushing ode to
America’s national pastime adapted
from Bernard Malamud’s novel.
It’s a polarizer: You’ll either swoon
or snicker at the film’s tone of

Arthurian grandeur (Hobbs plays for
the New York Knights) and goldenhued cinematography.
Out of Africa (1985) Another
collaboration with director Pollack,
and another of Redford’s biggest hits.
It’s a sweeping romance about the
woman who would become known
as Isak Dinesen (Meryl Streep) and a
free-spirited rancher (Redford). The
movie won seven Oscars, including
best picture.
A River Runs Through It (1992)
In the early years of the 20th century,
two brothers bond over their
shared love of fly-fishing. Redford’s
outdoorsy drama (he directed)
helped make a star out of Brad Pitt in
the role of Norman Maclean, whose
memoir is the source for the film.
Quiz Show (1994) Redford
directed this gripping drama about
a real-life rigged television game
show is terrific entertainment, with
an excellent Ralph Fiennes as a
conflicted contestant. It was a nearmiss at the Oscars, four nods, no
wins, but it holds a tiptop 96 percent
rating at RottenTomatoes.
The Horse Whisperer (1998)
Redford’s story about a Montana
horse trainer whose skills extend to
women is so Redfordian (he directs

Contributed Photo

himself in the title role) that it
borders on parody. Still, it became a
major hit, and the term “whisperer”
is a meme still in use today.
All is Lost (2013) After a
low-profile decade or so, Redford
returned to screens in this oneman drama about a sailor adrift
on a wrecked boat. His near-silent
performance made “All is Lost” a
critical darling and earned Redford
the best actor award from the New
York Film Critics Circle.
Captain America: The Winter
Soldier (2014) Redford in a Marvel
movie? And playing the villain? As
World Security Council member
Alexander Pierce, Redford classes
up the comic-book material with a
lifetime of Hollywood polish. Not a
major role, but an unexpectedly fun
turn from a legend.
Truth (2015) Dan Rather’s career
hit the skids after his botched “60
Minutes” story about George W.
Bush’s history with the Texas Air
National Guard. On the upside,
he was immortalized in film by
none other than Redford. James
Vanderbilt’s drama may not reach
the heights of “All the President’s
Men,” but it’s an excellent addition to
the journalism-movie canon.

Beatles ‘White Album’ 50-year
anniversary box-set to be released
By Randy Lewis

Los Angeles Times
Another year, another Beatles 50th
anniversary remix box set.
This time, it’s the Fab Four’s
sprawling 1968 double album “The
Beatles,” aka the White Album, that’s
getting a sonic freshening up, to be
accompanied in the seven-disc “super
deluxe” box set by dozens of demo
recordings and alternate takes of
songs , more than 100 tracks in all,
from what is the bestselling title of
all the fabled quartet’s original studio
releases.
It follows last year’s half-century
anniversary edition of “Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band,” which
was greeted by near universal
acclaim for the updated stereo mix
and accompanying surround sound
version archival recordings that hadn’t
seen the light of day.
The forthcoming 50th anniversary
White Album, out Nov. 9, brings
out even more alternate takes and
unreleased material because the
Beatles spent even more time working
up the 30 songs that made the final
cut for the groundbreaking album
released on Nov. 22, 1968.
In fact, they piled up more than 100
takes of some songs, although not all
were complete takes, sometimes they
were false starts or quickly aborted
attempts.
The overall goal of the new mix,
according to producer Giles Martin
and others associated with the project,
is to give listeners something closer to
what the Beatles heard in the studio
than what was available 50 years ago.
“It’s a tricky thing to do,” Martin
told The Times in his office at
London’s celebrated Abbey Road
Studio.
“There’s one side of a fence, which
is actually more the Beatles’ side,
that says, ‘Why should we be playing
outtakes? They’re outtakes,’” said
Martin, son of the Beatles’ original
producer George Martin, who once
again is overseeing the anniversary
reissue with veteran Abbey Road
Studio mix engineer Sam Okell.
“And there’s the other side (of fans

and Beatles collectors) that says, ‘We
want everything, and we want it now.’”
Martin said. “I think my job, in a way,
is to curate that, to balance that so that
it’s all valid.”
Along with the new stereo and
multi-channel mixes of the album, the
box set will include a full disc of 27
“Esher Demos,” acoustic recordings
of the White Album songs made at
guitarist-songwriter George Harrison’s
house in Esher, England, before
the group formally started work on
the album at Abbey Road Studio in
London.
Many of those songs were written,
or at least started, while the group
had traveled to Rishikesh, India, to
study Transcendental Meditation with
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi early in 1968.
It was a typically fertile period for
the Beatles indeed, the result was the
first double album of the band’s music.
But it also was a time in which internal
tensions were building following
the death in 1967 of their manager,
Brian Epstein, and for producer
George Martin as the band members
continued to exert greater control
in the studio that had once been his
exclusive domain.
Recording sessions often ran late
in the night and the wee hours of the
morning as the Beatles followed the
24/7 call of their muse rather than the
regimented 9-to-5 schedule Martin
and other Abbey Road personnel had
long been accustomed to.
It was during recording of the White
Album that drummer Ringo Starr quit
the band for two weeks, although the
news didn’t go public at the time, and
then re-joined them.
Three more CDs contain 50 more
recordings from the White Album
sessions of such songs as “Back in the
U.S.S.R.,” “While My Guitar Gently
Weeps,” “Glass Onion,” “Birthday,”
“Helter Skelter” and “Revolution.”
The box set includes a 164-page
hardbound book that gathers
reproductions of the color portraits of
John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George
Harrison and Ringo Starr, and the
original album’s large fold-out poster
with a photo collage on one side and
the songs’ lyrics on the other.
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Across
1 Way to get up in Gotham
8 Obeyed a laryngologist
14 Ones on the left
16 In a showy way
17 Aptly named barbell brand
18 Furniture wood named for its color
19 “Hah!”
20 Activewear shoe brand
22 Fig. targeted in some hacks
23 Humble abodes
24 Knight clubs
26 “Oye Como Va” songwriter Puente
27 Superman and Supergirl
28 Crony of Captain Bildad, in “Moby-Dick”
29 Jaguar spot?
30 2014 title role for Mia Wasikowska
32 Works that are up and down?
34 Where some get sloshed at sea?
35 Onetime members of the Winnebago

Nation
36 Put to rest
37 Put up
40 Pickup line?
41 River critter
42 Pair of British puzzles?
43 Minolta Maxxum, e.g.
44 “Dragonwyck” novelist Seton
45 Film with Manny the Mammoth
47 Escape __
49 “Yeah, right”
51 Offers?
52 They’re free of charge
53 Disc golf starting point
54 WikiLeaks editor

Answers to last week’s puzzle:
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Down
1 Buoyant
2 Ventilate
3 Hardware with crosspieces
4 Rips
5 Frenzied revelry
6 Accident scene arrival
7 Drug company founder Lilly
8 One-piece garments
9 Bailiwick
10 “__ better be good!”
11 Second section of Verdi’s “Requiem”
12 League’s best
13 Sacred song collection
15 Tomorrowland attraction
21 Australian food spread
25 Eagerness
26 Smiley formerly of PBS
28 House helpers
29 One with app-titude?

30 Confusing tourist attractions
31 “Don’t kid around!”
32 Real whopper
33 Hotel door posting
34 Soup often served with sour cream
37 Pummel
38 Bed border
39 Sub-Saharan menace
41 Without stopping
42 Eyeball-bending critter
44 Between ports
46 Stops shooting
48 Masked worker, perhaps
50 Org. featured in TV’s “Weeds”

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
Fighting Scots Backyard BBQ
Fighting Scots Backyard BBQ
All Alumni Reunion
All Alumni
9/28| 6Reunion
p.m.

Homecoming Festival
Homecoming
Festival
9/29| 10 a.m.

9/28| 6 p.m.House
Commonwealth
Commonwealth House

9/29|University
10 a.m.
Edinboro
Edinboro
University
Doucette
Hall
Doucette Hall

The Kilted Mile
The
Kilted
9/29|
10:30Mile
a.m.

Homecoming Parade
Homecoming
Parade
9/29| 11 a.m.

Homecoming Football Game
Homecoming
9/29|Football
2 p.m. Game

“One Act Roulette”
“One
Roulette”
9/30Act
| 2:30
p.m.

9/29|
a.m.Road
Perry
Lane &10:30
Darrow
Perry Lane & Darrow Road

9/29|University
2 p.m.
Edinboro
Edinboro
University
Sox
Harrison
Stadium
Sox Harrison Stadium

9/29|University
11 a.m.
Edinboro
Edinboro University

9/30
| 2:30
p.m.
Diebold
Center
Diebold Center

In The Community
“Hello, Dolly!”
“Hello,
Dolly!”
9/28 | 7:30
p.m.

Wine Country Harvest Festival
Wine Country
9/30 |Harvest
11 a.m. Festival

Downtown Erie Ping Pong Open
Downtown10/1
Erie| 5:30
Ping-Pong
Open
p.m.

Blues Jam & Open Mic
Blues10/2|
Jam 5:30
& Open
p.m. Mic

9/28
7:30 p.m.
Erie |Playhouse
Erie Playhouse
Erie
Erie

10/1 |at5:30
p.m.Station
The Brewerie
Union
The BrewerieErie
at Union Station
Erie

9/30
| 11Park
a.m.
Gibson
Gibson
Park
North East
North East

10/2|
Dickey’s5:30
BBQp.m.
Pit
Dickey’s
BBQ
Pit
Erie
Erie

UPBʼs Movie of the Week
‘Ocean’s 8’

Wednesday & Thursday — 8 p.m.
Friday — 5 p.m. | 8 p.m.
Saturday — 2 p.m. | 5 p.m. | 8 p.m.
Sunday — 2 p.m.
Scot Cinema
Pogue Student Center
SHOWTIMES:
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6 turnovers, trickery
not enough, Scots lose
West opener at Cal
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

Photo: Ben McCullough

Paige Morris spikes the ball over the net as a Kutztown
player attempts to block it during a match on Sept. 22 at
McComb Fieldhouse.

Photo: Ben McCullough

Hannah Cantrill and Megan Screptock await a serve from
Kutztown. Edinboro would sweep Kutztown 3-0. The
Fighting Scots’ record after the win was 8-6 overall.

Volleyball earns first PSAC West win
Fighting Scots drop Friday contest, sweep Kutztown Saturday
By Madi Gross

Managing Editor
The Fighting Scots women’s volleyball team returned home
on Friday night to face off against East Stroudsburg in an
aggressive five-set game in which the Warriors would end up
victorious. After the game, Edinboro sat at 7-6 overall and 0-3
in the PSAC, while East Stroudsburg was 13-2 overall and 3-0
in the PSAC.
The game kicked off at 6 p.m., starting what would end up
being a nailbiter of a game. East Stroudsburg took the first
set of the match with a score of 25-18. Edinboro came back
stronger and more focused in the second set, but still fell short
with a final score of 25-23. In this match, there was a clear spike
in the level of aggression from both teams. The third set of the
game went to Edinboro, 25-15, bringing the overall score of the
match to 2-1 with the Warriors leading. An intense fourth set
ended in a score of 28-26, tying up the match 2-2 and sending
the two teams into a fifth and final set. ‘Boro fell behind early
in the beginning of the fifth set and couldn’t pick up the score
as the game came to a close. East Stroudsburg took the last set
15-6.
Many of Edinboro’s leading players for this game are no
strangers to the leaderboard. Sophomore Cierah Jackson led
in kills in the game with 17 and also added two blocks to her
record. Senior Megan Screptock was also a leader in the game
with 11 kills, two blocks, one assist, 13 digs and two returns.
Several freshmen on the team, such as Sally Sterkel and Alicia
Eldredge, also put stats on the board. Sterkel had 11 kills and
eight blocks while Eldredge led in assists with 47.
After their loss on Friday night, the Fighting Scots returned
to McComb Fieldhouse on Saturday afternoon to win in a 3-0
sweep against Kutztown University.
As both teams hit the court, the tension in the air was
evident, with both squads looking for their first conference
win. Kutztown’s record going into the game was 6-5 overall
and 0-2 in the PSAC. Edinboro took the first set 25-17, but
the Golden Bears didn’t make it easy for ‘Boro with a lot of
back and forth plays for points. Both teams’ energy and effort
remained strong throughout the second set, which the Fighting
Scots would also take 25-17. The third set would resemble the
first two, in that it also had many back and forth volleys, and
that one ended with a score of 25-16. The win was Edinboro’s
first PSAC win of the season.
“It was nice to get the win today and do it decisively and play
well,” stated Head Volleyball Coach Missy Soboleski. “We’re
trying to talk to them about taking it one game at a time and
one point at a time.”
She continued: “We’re gonna make mistakes. All we can do
is our best and we keep telling them, ‘At the end of the game, if
you say hey we did our best, that’s all we can ask for.’”
In this game, many of Edinboro’s underclassmen would
make the stat sheets, including Eldredge, who had six kills, two

Photo: Ben McCullough

Molly Breier digs a ball during a game against Kutztown
at Edinboro University on Sept. 22.
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aces, three blocks, 24 assists and nine digs. Sally Sterkel had
seven kills, three aces and three blocks. Jackson added nine
kills and one ace to her record. Molly Brier had four assists, one
return and seven digs.
Jessica Giannoccaro added nine digs and two assists. Senior
Screptock also added to her records, picking up 10 kills, two
blocks and two aces. Alongside their win, the Fighting Scots
also had a total of nine aces for the game.
“I think our biggest thing is energy. I think coming off of
this win, I think we can try and take the energy from this win
and try and put it into our next [game] — especially since
they’re all conference from here,” stated Jackson after the game.
Going into the rest of their season, the team is excited to put
more points on the board, continue to build their records and
learn and grow as an team.
“We’re just ready to go out there and play,” concluded
Giannoccaro.
The team now sits 8-6 overall and 1-3 in the conference and
will hit the road for their next three games to face California
University of Pennsylvania, Seton Hill University and Slippery
Rock University before returning to McComb Fieldhouse on
Oct. 5 to face off against Clarion University.
Madi Gross | sports.spectator@gmail.com

The Fighting Scots dropped their PSAC West opener
Saturday at California University of Pennsylvania after a backand-forth battle that saw Edinboro briefly taking the lead in
the fourth quarter.
Edinboro trailed by no more than two scores throughout
the game, rallying from behind to take that brief lead in the
final frame. The Vulcans would boost themselves to a 40-35
lead, though, and would then need two kneel downs to finish
off the victory.
The loss was Edinboro’s first of the season, bringing their
record to 3-1 overall and 0-1 in the PSAC West.
Head Football Coach Wayne Bradford praised the team for
not giving up despite trailing for most of the game.
“We gave [a] great effort. We gave ourselves a chance to
win,” he said. “You know, in the second half we were down
by two touchdowns, we never quit, played right through the
end.”
The Fighting Scots will next take on Gannon Saturday at
2 p.m. for their homecoming game. The Golden Knights are
0-4 to start the season after losing their first PSAC West game
Saturday against Clarion.
Cornerback Zuril Hendrick said he is eager to face off
against the team that defeated them 47-25 last season.
“I’m definitely looking forward to that game. After the
tough loss we took last year to them, we want to get our
revenge I guess, so that’s definitely a big game for us in front
of our fans,” he said.
Return of the “trickeration”
For the second week in a row, the Fighting Scots debuted
a trick play in the first half that led to quarterback Andrew
Tomko finding his way into the end zone.
Early in the second quarter, Edinboro found themselves
on fourth-and-5, just outside of field goal territory. Lined up
in field goal formation, Tomko — Edinboro’s usual holder
— handled the snap and immediately took off toward the
sideline, catching California’s defense off-guard and cruising
in for a 21-yard rushing touchdown.
The touchdown was just his second rushing touchdown of
the year and fourth of his career. He also has seven passing
touchdowns and one receiving touchdown this season after a
trick play against East Stroudsburg.
‘Boro forces six turnovers
The Fighting Scots entered the game leading Division II in
turnovers gained and continued that dominance at California.
They forced two fumbles and intercepted four passes,
including a 54-yard return by Zuril Hendrick after a pick.
Hendrick noted the participation from the newer members
of the defense as well as the veterans.
“I saw a lot of young guys stepping up, making plays for us,”
Hendrick said. “[It was] just us on the defense, not backing
down, and taking any challenge we can and trying to make
the best out of it.”
Hendrick increased his season total to four interceptions,
putting him on pace to at least match his Division II-leading
nine interceptions last season. He also blocked a punt in the
third quarter that placed Edinboro on Cal’s 26-yard line to
start their drive. The Scots would score on their fake field goal

See Football, B2

Soccer, football to air
on ESPN3 Saturday
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

Music and sports are closely intertwined at every level
of play, from youth leagues up to professional sports. At
Edinboro, loud speakers play today’s hits as well as classic
bops, while teams lift in the weight room or practice on
their fields. Players pipe in personal favorites through their
headphones while on the bus or warming up before a game.
Pregame Playlist looks to celebrate that connection.
This is a sampling of the playlist that freshman setter Alicia
Eldredge listens to before a big game. She has 457 assists
through just 14 games this season as part of the 8-6 women’s
volleyball team.
“‘If You Need It,’ ‘Pull Up Hop Out’ and ‘Iggady’ are all
songs that amp me up and bring a little bit of home with
every crank,” Eldredge said. “The rest of the songs have nice
beats also and make me want to get up and get active, no
matter how tired I may be.”
Graphic: Britton Rozzelle | Photo: Ben McCullough
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As Edinboro’s unique history and tradition is celebrated
this weekend during homecoming, two sports will draw
even more attention to the university. On Saturday,
Edinboro athletics will be broadcast by SPORTSfever and
available on ESPN3.
While the Fighting Scots football team has been covered
by SPORTSfever in various capacities for a decade, and
they’ll be covered again in their home game against
Gannon, women’s soccer will also be broadcast, a first both
for the team as well as for SPORTSfever.
On games broadcast by SPORTSfever, Edinboro’s
football team has a 15-11 record. They are 3-1 overall this
season after losing their PSAC West opener on Saturday at
California University of Pennsylvania. The game against
Gannon kicks off at 2 p.m.
Before football kicks off, women’s soccer will host West
Chester University of Pennsylvania at 9:30 a.m. at Sox
Harrison Stadium. The Fighting Scots are 2-6 overall and
1-6 in PSAC play so far this season. They are 1-2 at home.
Head Soccer Coach Gary Kagiavas said he has not
mentioned the extra coverage that will be present on
Saturday to his team because he doesn’t want to put more
pressure on his young squad.
“I’m not going to change anything — what we do or how,”
Kagiavas said. “I’m just not going to tell them.”
Christopher Rosato Jr. | sports.spectator@gmail.com

World
Our Viewpoint:
Punish rapists
States decide their
own sentences for rape
convictions and the
current laws are a joke,
B4.

Cal State Long Beach
retiring mascot, B6.
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Freshman Mary Sinan attempts to step in front of a Cal pass during a game on Sept. 12
at Sox Harrison Stadium.

Despite dominant second
half, Scots fall at Kutztown
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

Edinboro’s women’s soccer team lost 2-0 at Kutztown Saturday, falling to 2-6 overall and 1-6 in
conference play.
Kutztown opened scoring a little over 10 minutes into the game. They also scored the second
and last goal of the game when Rachel Rizzo converted on a header in the 31st minute. The half
ended 2-0.
Neither team was able to score in the second half. ‘Boro did experience a second wind, earning
nine corner kicks and nine shots on goal. They outshot the Golden Bears 9-8, but Head Soccer
Coach Gary Kagiavas said Edinboro played even better than those statistics would suggest.
“In the second half we had [nine] corners, if you look at stats, and that’s an issue,” he said of the
team being unable to score. “I don’t understand how they said it was 9-8 in the second half when
we completely dominated.”
He continued: “I just think we actually stuck to the game plan, and we were able to be a little
more tenacious in the second half. You know, when you go to play these higher ranked teams with
7-1 records, it takes a little bit of time to believe, and as the game went on we believed we were
better and that’s the difference.”
Kagiavas said the team is playing better than usual this early in the season and is close to
breaking out and going on a win streak.
“We’re competing with the best teams in the region [and] we’re just not scoring, which is a
pretty big thing,” he said. “Sometimes it’s just the better luck. It’s better luck, and I’m not saying
[the other teams only won due to] luck, I’m saying...even the brilliant shots we hit, the keepers are
making brilliant saves.
“Sometimes a keeper might miss one and it’ll go in and you got the break, then that’s what you
need to get you on a roll. Unfortunately for us, even the great shots that should go in, the keepers
[are] making a brilliant save.”
Erica Burkholder | sports.spectator@gmail.com

trick play to give them a short-lived 14-7 lead.
Linebacker Trey Hall, who intercepted just
one pass last season, increased his season
total to three interceptions after picking off a
tipped pass in the third quarter. True freshman
cornerback Branson Smith earned his first
career interception in the final minutes of the
second quarter.
Bradford said the turnovers have been the
result of an increased focus from the coaching
staff.
“They’ve got great pride and play with great
effort, and they do what they need to and we
take great pride,” he said. “We want to lead the
country in takeaways. And we want to win
games.”
Streaks and records
Ta’Nauz Gregory’s first reception of the day
was a wide-open, 5-yard pass in the corner of
the endzone to tie the game up at 7 in the first
quarter. His second helped him climb Edinboro’s
career receptions rankings.
With his 136th reception, Gregory moved
into sole possession of sixth place all-time in
receptions at Edinboro. His 90 yards receiving
also moved him into eight on Edinboro’s career

receiving yards ranking with 1,945. He ranks
second in career kickoff return yards and is
currently tied for first in career kickoff returns
for touchdowns.
His teammate James Clark is second in career
receptions with 183 after Saturday’s game. He
needs just 12 more to break the record. He is
second in career receiving yards as well.
Hendrick currently holds the third spot in
career interceptions with 18 but would tie for
second with just one more and would tie for first
if he reaches 20.
Edinboro began the season with a three-game
win streak, including their first two games on
the road and their home opener. They also
began the 2016 season with a 3-0 start before
falling to Indiana University of Pennsylvania in
the fourth week.
Walter Fletcher entered the game having
rushed for at least 100 yards in 4 consecutive
games dating back to last season but saw that
streak end with just 66 net yards against the
Vulcans.
Freshman kicker Jake Monroe extended
his streak of successful PAT kicks to 15 since
missing his 10th attempt in his first college game
at Lake Erie. He is now 24-for-25 for the season.
Christopher Rosato Jr. | @edinboronow

Photo: Jacob McCool | EU Sports Information

Mauricio Santos attempts a return in an outdoor match in 2017 at Edinboro University.

Strong performances at
regionals bring hope for season
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

The Edinboro men’s and women’s tennis
teams both posted impressive performances
at their respective Intercollegiate Tennis
Association Atlantic Regional tournaments.
The women competed firstat their regional
championships on Sept. 15-17. Laura Lopez and
Tatiana Batalla-Trabal made it to the semifinal
round of doubles before they fell to Charleston.
They beat Bluefield and Mercyhurst before their
streak was ended.
Lopez won her first singles match against a
Mercyhurst opponent, then losing her second
match to Fairmount State. ‘Boro competitors
Jelena Vucenovic, Payton Tomasko and MaryKay Masiker lost their first round of singles.
Tomasko won her first match in the
consolation bracket but then lost the next.
Tomasko and Vucenovic lost their first round of
doubles.
“It was definitely a good tournament because
I believe — I mean I’ll have to look at the record
books — that’s the farthest Edinboro women
have ever gone in the ITA Regional for at least
doubles, [as] we made it to the semifinals,”
Head Men’s and Women’s Tennis Coach Kody
Duncan said. “We had a great chance to make
it to the finals, slipped up on a few games which
cost us, but it was actually one of the most
successful tournaments the women have ever
played.”
The ITA Regional was the first event for
women’s tennis this season. Their first scheduled
event was canceled due to the team only having
five women. The women are in the process of
trying to get someone who responded to their
tryout call to be eligible.
The men competed Sept. 21-23 at their
regional event. Julius Schulte won his first
singles match and then lost his second to a West

Virginia Wesleyan oppenent. Schulte and Kevin
Mboko won their opening doubles match before
losing their second to a team from Mercyhurst.
Mboko, Mateus Santos and Mauricio Santos
lost their first rounds of singles and the Santos
team lost their first round of doubles.
“The men performed very well in doubles,
finishing points at the net and serving well
during crucial points,” Duncan said. “Singles
was a bit of a struggle. We were not consistent
enough to win long points and were very
impatient.”
“We went against the strongest opponents in
the region and it shows what we have to go up
against in the spring,” Duncan said of the overall
level of competition at the tournaments.
Duncan has high expectations for the men as
he looks forward to the rest of the season.
“My expectations will always be to win our
conference,” he said. He also said he hopes to
help the women “gradually develop and improve
while staying competitive.”
Both the men and women will compete at
the PSAC Singles and Doubles Championships
Sunday and Monday.
“I think we could be successful in both [the
men’s and women’s competitions]. I’m bringing
Tatiana and Laura there for the women and I
have four guys coming for the men,” Duncan
said of the upcoming tournament. “I think with
this new format, with the no [advantage points]
and the no lets, it really balances the competition
out and it’s just anybody’s tournament this year.
I think we can repeat on the men’s side and I also
think we can go really far on the women’s side.”

By Chris Slack

Bryan Geehrer came in a close second at 26:14.
Corey Wefing finished in the meet in fifth place
with a time of 26:32, while Colton Cassel (26:38)
and Jack Lacina (26:41) came in seventh and
eighth place, respectively.
Men rise up national rankings
The Edinboro men’s cross country team
moved up four spots from 24th to 20th in the
USTFCCCA National Coaches’ Poll, released on
Wednesday.
In the PSAC, Edinboro is the lone nationally
ranked team from the conference. Shippensburg
was ranked 10th in the preseason poll, but is now
among six teams “also receiving votes”.
Women now within top 20
After winning the Doug Watts Open on Sept.
8, the Edinboro women’s cross country team
jumped from 20th to 15th in the USTFCCCA
National Coaches Poll, released on Wednesday.
The Fighting Scots are the only team in the PSAC
to be ranked and to receive any votes.
Edinboro will next compete at the Loyola
Lakefront Invitational on Saturday, September
29. The invitational, which is hosted by Loyola
University Chicago, is set for a 12:15 p.m. start.

Erica Burkholder | @edinboronow

Cross country ranked best in Atlantic region
EU Sports Information
NEW ORLEANS, La. — For the first time
since week five of the 2013 season, the 20thranked Edinboro men’s cross country team is
ranked atop the Atlantic Region in the latest
U.S. Track & Field Cross Country Coaches
Association (USTFCCCA) rankings, announced
on Tuesday.
In addition, the women’s cross country team is
also first in the Atlantic Region rankings. The last
time both teams were atop the region was week
five of the 2013 campaign.
In the men’s rankings, Shippensburg fell
from the top spot to second. Charleston (West
Virginia) climbed four spots to third, followed
by East Stroudsburg in fourth and Lock Haven
in fifth.
The Fighting Scots kicked off the 2018
campaign by winning the Doug Watts Open.
Jared Hallow came in first place with a time
of 26 minutes, 12 seconds. He was named the
USTFCCCA Division II National Men’s Athlete
of the Week and the PSAC Men’s Cross Country
Athlete of the Week for his performance.
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Penn State surges in second half, avoids big upset

Abby Drey/Tribune News Service

Penn State wide receiver KJ Hamler makes a catch against Appalachian State on Sept. 1,
2018, at Beaver Stadium in University Park, Pennsylvania.

By Joe Juliano

The Philadelphia Inquirer and Daily News
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — Mistakes continued to haunt Penn State on Friday night, and Illinois tried
to capitalize on as many as it could to post the shocker of the young Big Ten football season.
But the Nittany Lions persevered. Miles Sanders rushed for a career-high 200 yards and three
touchdowns and Trace McSorley threw three touchdown passes to lift the 10th-ranked Lions to
a 63-24 victory over the Fighting Illini at Memorial Stadium in the conference opener for both
teams.
Penn State (4-0, 1-0) received all it could handle from the Fighting Illini (2-2, 0-1) for a little
over a half. Illinois rallied from a 21-7 second-quarter deficit with 17 straight points, and held a
24-21 lead when wide receiver Trenard Davis hit Ricky Smalling with a 17-yard touchdown pass
on the opening possession of the third quarter.
But the Nittany Lions scored touchdowns on their next four possessions. Sanders carried the

ball on five straight possessions, with his fifth carry accounting for 48 yards and a touchdown that
gave the visitors the lead for good at 28-24.
The Lions scored their next two touchdowns in a 44-second span. First came an 11-play drive
that was aided by a personal foul penalty against Illinois. On the Lions’ third successful third-down
conversion of the drive, McSorley threw a 16-yard scoring pass to a leaping Juwan Johnson.
Illinois quarterback M.J. Rivers threw an interception on the second play of the ensuing drive, a
diving pick off a deflection by linebacker Jan Johnson at the Fighting Illini 21. McSorley wasted no
time, finding K.J. Hamler in the end zone on the first play to make it 42-24.
Freshman Ricky Slade scored two touchdowns after that. He raced 61 yards for a touchdown for
the Lions; third in a five-minute span, and added a 1-yard score.
The Nittany Lions rolled up 591 yards of total offense. McSorley accounted for 252 yards on his
own, completing 12 of 19 passes for 160 yards and three scores, and rushing 15 times for a careerhigh 92 yards.
They had 324 yards of offense in the first half, with Sanders rushing 14 times for 113 yards and
McSorley accounting for 201 yards of offense, but led by only 21-17, hurt by two turnovers and
a missed field goal. Meanwhile, the Fighting Illini gashed the visitors for 174 rush yards in the
opening half and stayed turnover-free.
Illinois, which ended the first half on a 42-yard field goal by Chase McLaughlin, received the
second-half kickoff and marched 75 yards with the help of two penalties against Penn State. The
more significant foul was a roughing-the-passer call against linebacker Cam Brown on a thirddown incompletion.
A pass interference penalty later brought the ball to the 17, from where Davis took a handoff on
a reverse before raising up and throwing the TD pass to Smalling.
Penn State scored the first touchdown of the game on a 14-yard run by Sanders, but failed
to capitalize on a pair of scoring opportunities in the opening quarter. A fumble by tight end
Jonathan Holland at the Illinois 20 after the reception of a pass from McSorley was recovered by
safety Michael Marchese.
Later in the period, the Lions moved into field-goal range with the help of a 20-yard completion
from McSorley to K.J. Hamler, but freshman Jake Pinegar booted a 44-yard field-goal attempt into
the wind low and left of the uprights. The Fighting Illini used the miss as a springboard to a sixplay, 74-yard drive that ended with Mike Epstein’s 2-yard run.
The Nittany Lions got their offense in gear after Illinois tied the game, going 75 and 66 yards
on their next two drives for touchdowns, a 2-yard run by Sanders and McSorley’s 5-yard pass to
freshman tight end Pat Freiermuth, for a 21-7 lead.
After the TD pass, the Fighting Illini closed the half with 10 unanswered points. A 51-yard run
by Reggie Corbin highlighted a drive that resulted in Rivers’ 6-yard scoring strike to Smalling.
In the final minute of the half, McSorley threw a deep ball to Brandon Polk that was intercepted
by safety Delano Ware at the Illinois 44. The Fighting Illini, with 28 seconds and three timeouts,
moved the ball to the Penn State 24, and McLaughlin kicked a 42-yard field goal that ended the
half with the Lions holding a narrow 21-17 advantage.

Garrett, leadership not producing despite years of rebuilding
By Tim Cowlishaw

The Dallas Morning News
The Cowboys have never played a
game at AT&T Stadium, now in its 10th
season, without Jason Garrett on the
sideline either as head coach or offensive
coordinator. Isn’t it time for that to
change? And, if so, how soon?
After an uninspired 24-13 loss in
Seattle, the Cowboys are 1-2 for the first
time since 2010. That, not coincidentally,
was the season in which Garrett replaced
Wade Phillips after the team slid to 1-7.
Phillips lost the team that year. Garrett
has simply lost his mind.
Or perhaps Scott Linehan is the culprit,
and I know a lot of folks want to focus
their attention on him for the play-calling
which has been somewhere between
puzzling and criminal this season. He is,
after all, the play caller.
But this was Garrett’s offense for
years both as coordinator and top dog,
and while we can question how much
authority owner Jerry Jones strips him
of when it comes to decision making (I
would say it’s far less that most think), he
certainly has the power to change plays or
the offense’s direction.
Here’s what we know after three games.
The two men in charge of the offense
have forgotten how this team was built
and how it won 13 games in 2016. Ezekiel
Elliott is tied for the league lead in
rushing yards with 274. He’s averaging 5.7
per carry.
And yet has not had a single 20-carry
game this season. The only game last
season in which Elliott didn’t carry it

20 times was the 42-17 blowout loss
in Denver in which the Broncos shut
everything down.
During the 11-game winning streak in
2016, when the legend of Dak was born
(Zeke had already created his legend at
Ohio State), Elliott had 20 or more carries
nine times. The two games in which
he fell short were wins of 14 points or
more in which they simply didn’t need to
extend him.
This season he averages 16 carries,
hasn’t had more than 17, and, yes, I know
the team hasn’t run very many plays so
far. The club’s inability to extend drives
rests partly on the unwillingness to let
Zeke carry the load.
We heard in Oxnard how one of the
fixes for a passing attack that would lack
Dez Bryant and Jason Witten in 2018
would be more throws to Zeke. One
opportunity was missed in Seattle when
Zeke stepped out of bounds after getting
behind Earl Thomas. But nothing with
any imagination has been added and the
man has just 37 yards on 11 catches.
That, of course, brings us to Dak and
the failed passing attack. With 498 yards
after three games, he ranks 28th in the
league. With 11 sacks, Dak is tied with
Buffalo rookie Josh Allen for fifth in
the league. A very average 61 percent
efficiency, a low yardage per pass total,
two touchdowns, it’s all wildly mediocre.
This is the part for me that is more on
Garrett than Linehan. The coordinator is
the one who has created the imbalance in
the play-calling, but Garrett is the believer
in the “right kind of guys” approach that

has left this team with a no-name group
of receivers.
Beyond that, this is Garrett’s eighth full
season as head coach. Not that I want to
follow Rangers GM Jon Daniels in all my
team-building efforts, but, as he said while
firing Jeff Banister in his fourth season,
sometimes “a new voice” is needed.
We have heard Garrett’s voice a long
time. Fans and media tired of it long
before the players did, but what are
they getting out of it these days? More
important, when’s the last time you
watched a Cowboys game and felt like the
other team’s head coach was overmatched
and less creative?
We have had this discussion before, but
head coaches that don’t reach conference
title games in their first five or six seasons
rarely just stumble into success after that.
There was a time when one playoff win in
seven years would get a man fired around
here.
This team may right the ship, but it
looks like that is more about hovering
around the .500 mark all season than
moving forward as a team that can
win playoff games. I don’t know that a
midseason course change does anything
for the club other than advance the
inevitable. If the losing continues for a
few more weeks and this team is sitting at
2-5, if I’m Jerry Jones, I’d rather see what
Kris Richard looks like as a head coach
and whether that seems like any kind of
answer than just watching Garrett run out
the string.
How we doin’, guys?
Pretty lousy it seems.

Ray Carlin/Tribune News Service

Dallas Cowboys head coach Jason Garrett during the
team’s rookie camp at The Star in Frisco, Texas, on
Friday, May 11, 2018.

LeBron says he feels no pressure joining Lakers, warns ring will take time
By Tania Ganguli
Los Angeles Times

EL SEGUNDO, Calif. — LeBron James walked to the podium
stoically. He didn’t smile or laugh until one question allowed a
peek behind the curtain.
What causes James to feel pressure?
“Nothing,” he said before putting down the microphone he
held in his hand.
A pause ensued as a group of reporters waited for more, but
James shook his head and smiled to indicate he would offer no
more.
“Nothing,” he repeated.
Thus James embarked on his newest journey, wearing the
jersey of a team to which he has dreamed of belonging.
Although he signed with the Los Angeles Lakers 11 weeks
ago, Monday marked his formal introduction as a member of the
franchise. James didn’t hold a news conference after signing a
four-year deal worth $153.3 million. His only media appearance
since then was in Akron, Ohio, at the opening of a school he
helped found.
At Monday’s media day, James set his expectations as he
spoke.
“I don’t believe the only mark of success is winning a
championship,” he said. “There’s only one champion, but that
doesn’t mean you’re not successful, there’s going to be wins and
losses, things of that nature. But what you can control is how you
prepare every day, how we prepare every day to get better every
day.”
The Lakers begin training camp Tuesday in El Segundo.
They have gone five seasons without reaching the playoffs, the
longest drought in club history. They won 35 games last season,
a marked improvement over the previous four seasons, two of
which ended with the Lakers setting franchise records for fewest
wins in a season.

Wally Skalij/Tribune News Service

LeBron James has a little fun during media day.

James joins them as an anticipated savior.
He knows a resurrection won’t happen immediately. A
championship will take time. After all, there’s still a team up
north that has won three out of the last four championships —
all against James and his former team, the Cleveland Cavaliers.
“We’ve got a long way to go to get to Golden State,” James said
of the two-time defending champion Warriors. “They can pick
up right where they left off, starting with training camp, today or
whenever they start; we’re picking up from scratch, we’re picking
up from scratch. So we have a long way to go.”
The Lakers’ decision-makers don’t expect an immediate
turnaround. Magic Johnson, president of basketball operations,
and general manager Rob Pelinka said as much last week,

removing whatever pressure might have otherwise befallen
coach Luke Walton.
Walton himself acknowledged the need for an adjustment
period. He has started thinking about rotations and lineups,
but his starting five when the season begins will be conditional.
Many of his rotations will be experimental.
“We’re starting over again,” Walton said. “We’ve got a lot of
new guys. A lot of it is feeling it out, getting to know each other,
getting to see who plays well together. I’m not desperate to find a
set rotation right now.”
The players have already started the process of getting to know
each other with the time they already have spent in the practice
facility. It mostly has been through casual pickup games, but the
Lakers’ young players have already begun learning from James.
“I’ve learned how focused he is on whatever he does,” thirdyear forward Brandon Ingram said.
Whether they say it or not, they are conscious of the extra
pressure his addition brings.
“You definitely want to make sure he likes playing with you
and make sure the chemistry’s good,” second-year point guard
Lonzo Ball said.
Off-the-court adjustments for James won’t be massive. He
spends his summers in Brentwood. This is the first year he won’t
have to leave town to go to work, and he won’t have to move
his family for the season. James spent the previous 15 seasons
playing for the Cavaliers and Miami Heat.
He knows the work that awaits will challenge him.
“We’re a new ball club coming together,” James said.
“Obviously they have some returning guys, but as far as the ball
club we’re all new to each other so we have to take our bumps
and bruises. There’s going to be good times, there’s going to be
bad times, that’s what happens with a team that’s new.
“But if we continue to work the process and we continue to
sacrifice for one another and put in the commitment and time to
being great, then everything else will fall into place.”
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Tribune News Service

Bill Cosby is going to jail on charges of sexual assault. His sentencing of 3-10 years has been one of the rare highly
publicized cases of the #MeToo era where jail time is handed out. This week’s ‘Viewpoint’ argues for harsher sentences.

Current laws against sexual harassment are laughable
Shayma Musa & Livia Homerski
Editors

It began with a conversation between
Spectator staff members on the subject of a
play about acquaintance rape.
We agreed the idea was interesting, but
something about the description didn’t sit
well with us. The play was described on the
producer’s website as an “entertaining play
about rape.” That line acted as a springboard
into a conversation about the punishments
surrounding rape. A few days later, our
arts editor, Livia Homerski, and myself sat
down to talk about our thoughts on how
the punishment for rape was being handled
nationally, locally and personally. This article
is the result of that conversation.
“I see the ‘one in five women’ statistic
everyday. I know women personally in every
place I visit daily who have been assaulted
and came to me about their stories. There
are men in my life who I know who have also
been assaulted. And not one of them got the
justice they most rightfully deserved. Every
perpetrator is walking freely,” Homerski said.
The stat that she refers to is one published
by the Centers for Disease Control in their
National Intimate Partner and Sexual
Violence Survey. The survey found that one
in five women and one in 71 men have been
raped in their lifetime. The numbers are so
staggering that they beg one question: what
laws are in place to punish perpetrators of
sexual violence?

Early on in researching this piece I
discovered an interesting tidbit: there is not
national rape law in the United States. This is
because parts of the Violence Against Women
Act of 1994 were ruled unconstitutional.
The absence of a federal rape law means
that the degree of seriousness at which rape
perpetrators are treated in the U.S. varies
from state to state.
In California the sentences for raping
someone varies depending on the nature
of the crime and the age of the perpetrator.
Brock Turner, the infamous “Stanford
Rapist,” got 6 months of jail time for raping
a woman behind a dumpster. According to
the Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network
(RAINN), any rape that is accomplished
against the victim’s will using force, violence,
duress, menace or fear of immediate and
unlawful bodily injury on the victim or
another person, and assuming that the victim
is a non-minor, the maximum sentence is
nine years. In some cases the “One Strike”
law can be applied, giving a judge the choice
of sentencing a perpetrator to a maximum of
life in prison. Only nine years for committing
a crime that is, as Livia put it, “The most
evil thing you could do to someone without
killing them.”
And that’s in a more progressive state.
In Pennsylvania, according to RAINN,
rape is a first-degree felony with a maximum
of 20 years imprisonment. If a child was
raped, then the maximum is 40 years. Only if

a child is raped with serious bodily injury is
the maximum raised to life.
These sentences are, to put it bluntly,
laughably ridiculous. When a perpetrator
rapes a person, they commit homicide against
their personhood — they wreck the victim’s
sense of self, destroy their trust in society, and
leave behind emotional carnage that can take
a lifetime to heal from.
So, when the judiciary branch of
government, which has been put in place to
punish the worst of society, treats rape as a
third-tier crime worthy of only two to three
decades of a perpetrator’s life, a dangerous
ideal begins to develop; That rape is not a
big deal. And so, we continue this cycle of
rape occurring and rapists getting let off,
and slowly but surely, we silently tell victims
of rape that their accusations don’t matter.
Because no one seems to be listening.
Even getting immediate health treatment
after experiencing rape can be soul crushing.
According to Reuters News, rape kits, an
investigative package that collects DNA
evidence of the rape, can be billed by
hospitals if they are billed in a bundle with
other inpatient stay services. This results
in victims having to pay hundreds, if not
thousands of dollars to file an integral part
of their rape investigation. This is despite the
Violence Against Women Act of 1994, which
mandated that all rape kits be provided free
of charge.
The frustrating pattern of figuring out who

to report the incident too, frustration dealing
with tracking a rape kit — or even not having
the resources to pay for an investigation —
serves as more barriers for the reporting of
rape.
Even more enraging is the hushed
commentary that always seems to surround
cases of rape: “what about the perpetrator,”
they ask, “why ruin their whole life over one
mistake?”
When being the cause of lifelong anguish is
treated as a regular old life mistake that you
live and grow from, something is seriously
wrong with society. We don’t accept first time
murders into society because we fear them
hurting someone again. In the same way we
should worry about rapists coming out of
prisons and hurting someone in a different
way.
Rape is a life-altering experience, and it
should be treated as such.
And the punishment for ruining a life is life
in prison. Period.
If you or someone you know has gone
through rape or sexual assault, there are
resources available. The university health
center provides 10 free counseling sessions
per academic year with the presentation of
your student ID. A 24-hour phone hotline is
set up through the National Sexual Assault
Hotline. Call (800) 656-4673.
Shayma Musa | @edinboronow

Feminists have been making their point without resorting to violence
Los Angeles Times
Staff

‘The Godfather” ends with a famous scene in which each of
the heads of the five most powerful New York mafia families is
assassinated. One is exiting a gilded elevator. One is in a white
tuxedo. One is on the steps of the Foley Square courthouse. One
is on a massage table. One is in bed with a prostitute.
They’re relishing their privileges, in other words. And
suddenly they’re gone.
So far, despite the feminist anger that now burns brightly
from sea to shining sea, no one has been shot point-blank in the
eye at the behest of #MeToo. And though hundreds of men by
my estimate, Vox had it at 219 in May, have been questioned or
sidelined following credible reports of sexual harassment and
abuse, violence is unlikely, right? Among feminists, assassins
are few. Female activists don’t tend to riot, either.
Instead, this week, protesters thronged the lobby of the Hart
Senate Office Building on Capitol Hill for #CancelKavanaugh,
a demonstration to show support for psychology professor
Christine Blasey Ford, who accuses Supreme Court nominee
Brett Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her in 1982.
“We believe Christine Ford! We believe Anita Hill!” they
chanted, connecting Ford and Hill, the lawyer and academic
who, famously, was called into the Senate 27 years ago to
testify about allegations of sexual harassment by another
Supreme Court nominee, Clarence Thomas. Thomas was
confirmed anyway. That grave miscarriage of justice from
1991 still rankles. Dozens of women were arrested at the
#CancelKavanaugh protest.
For the last two years, feminists, their numbers swelling, have
stuck to the letter of nonviolence doctrine, inherited from the

civil rights movement. The Women’s March on Washington
on Jan. 21, 2017, which kicked off a new highly organized and
seemingly dauntless phase of feminist activism, was organized
in part at the Gathering for Justice, a nonprofit headquartered
in New York and founded by civil rights agitator (and actor and
singer) Harry Belafonte. The call for the January march, timed
to coincide with President Trump’s inauguration, sparked a
record-breaking single-day protest, the largest in American
history. For a global protest of that size to be thoroughly
peaceful, as the Women’s March was, is almost unheard of.
And without striking physical blows, #MeToo and the latest
wave of feminist activism has been almost terrifyingly effective.
Feminism now pervades liberalism, and it has become its
leading edge, deftly sidestepping the defeatism that nips at the
edges of other liberal causes in the Trump era, notably climate
activism. Since the 2016 election, feminism has grown much,
much faster, bigger and louder than Trumpism.
Armed anarchists at the turn of the century, literally gunning
for the elites, didn’t manage to strip even one robber baron
of his privileges. By contrast, the whistleblowers of #MeToo
have gotten men fired, shamed, investigated and in a few cases
charged. It’s staggering: #MeToo, in its early days, is already
one of the most effective social-justice movements in American
history.
One thing that’s making contemporary modern feminism
so effective is that it’s become common sense, part of the air
we breathe. The radical outliers now seem to be the strange
affronted creatures who bristle and snap when accused of
harassment or abuse, producing weird phonemes about how
misunderstood they are. (Bad-faith Exhibits A and B: The
essays by alleged abusers and former radio personalities
Jian Ghomeshi and John Hockenberry, in which both men,

aiming to extenuate their treatment of women, come across as
worryingly unwell.)
As #MeToo continues to serve its purpose, innumerable
people, of all genders, have added their voices to the chorus
of those who have endured and witnessed sexual harassment,
assault, rape, abuse, and coerced silence and complicity.
Whistleblowers such as Hill and Ford no longer face stone-cold
disbelief as everyone from centrists to celebrities to churches
declares their trust in them. Those whose spidey sense told
them for years that something was wrong with some men they
encountered, in the workplace, in the locker room, at the frat
party, are now getting the details.
And justice is being served in a way we cannot fail to
appreciate. Stripping male harassers and abusers of their power,
their microphones, their hedge fund portfolios, as well as their
reputations, seems not so much cruel or unusual but fair and
square. Losing your job in broadcast or banking, in fact, seems
a mild social sentence for people who have, at the least, created
a hostile work environment and, at most, committed violent
felonies.
And the work of #MeToo is not letting up. It’s hard to see
any outcome of the Ford story except this: If alleged sexual
assailant Brett Kavanaugh is confirmed it will serve as a catchy
recruitment video for a still-more-activated feminist base.
The powers that be can be happy that women don’t riot. Or,
not usually. Sure, there have been a few feminist incidents: The
revolutionary women in Paris in 1789. British suffragists rose
up violently in 1910. Oh, and there were the Aba Women’s Riots
in Nigeria in 1929. All bloody affairs, but come on, American
women would have to be furious to exchange pussy hats and
protest signs for helmets and tactical vests.
Oh, wait.
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Birthday Trends: Worth it?
By Joallie Paluchak
Staff Writer
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Who’s who in the 2018
midterm elections: U.S. Senate
By Shayma Musa
Voices Editor

Bob Casey, Democrat
Pennsylvania is currently represented
in the U.S. Senate by Sen. Bob Casey
Jr., a Democrat. Casey has represented
Pennsylvania since 2006. The son of former
state governor Bob Casey, Casey Jr. has been
involved in state government for nearly three
decades.
Among his accomplishments in his 12
years of work as state senator are: “financing
laws to make it easier for small businesses
to expand, protecting and expanding health
care, and fighting for American workers.”
Educated at the College of the Holy Cross,
and earning his law degree from the
Columbus School of Law, Casey is running
on the platform of “Getting things done for
Pennsylvanians.”
The senator has been a vocal opponent
of Trump’s supreme court nominee Brett
Kavanaugh.

Lou Barletta, Republican

Lou Barletta, current Pennsylvania
district 11 state representative and
Republican, is bidding for the state senate
seat.
Barletta is best known for an antiimmigration ordinance that fined
landlords up to $1,000 for leasing to
illegal immigrants as mayor of Hazelton,
Pennsylvania. The ordinance was later
found to be unconstitutional.
Barletta is a staunch Trump supporter,
pledging to give Trump “all the support
he needs” when he is elected senator.
Barletta’s main campaign platforms are
tax relief for working families and support

While scrolling idly through Yahoo! News,
I came across an article by The Huffington
Post regarding a mom who spent over $9,000
on her son’s birthday party. I was immediately
dumbfounded and clicked on the article so fast
my finger bounced off my phone screen.
Throughout the piece, the mom discussed
her justifications for spending such an ample
amount of money for a mere birthday party.
For example, she wanted to create a positive
memory for her son and explained how the
gathering of family and friends to celebrate her
child did not have a price tag. Although that
line of thought can be validated in an emotional
sense, I still couldn’t wrap my head around
the idea of equating that type of “love” to the
money spent. Moreover, I couldn’t help but
wonder: Is this the new standard for birthday
parties, or is this mom an outlier in the crowd?
To resolve this conflict, I jumped onto Google
and hastily typed in, “average cost parents
spend on birthday parties.” The first three
results had titles that were congruent to this
new social rule, such as, “How much moms
are really spending on birthday parties” and
“Will your child’s next birthday party bust your
budget?” As I researched through the varying
articles, I came to the conclusion that parents
are spending on average $500 per birthday
party for their child. However, the range many
parents spend fluctuates from just under $500
to over $3,000.
As I came to understand that this new
societal model was a part of our culture in
not only the top 1 percent of our population,
I delved into understanding how blue collar
Americans could afford such expensive parties.
According to USA Today, the average amount
of debt in a typical American household is
$137,063. Therefore, in all reality, parents who

are represented in this data truly can’t afford to
lavishly decorate, rent out the largest ballroom
or hire the finest catering in town. Yet, many
parents do achieve such criteria even under
such financial burdens.
This brings me to my final question: Why?
Where did this obsession with spending
thousands of dollars on birthday parties stem
from? Is it about status? Even more so, why are
parents bending over backwards to create a
dream-fueled birthday party for their children
when their bank account is empty?
I would assert that based on the data and
analysis on the topic, many parents engage in
this birthday culture due to their own history
and daily busy schedules. A rule of thumb
for many parents is to try to give their own
children better experiences and memories than
they received; thus, an extravagant birthday
party might qualify as achieving something
“better.” In addition, many parents work long
hours and do not feel they get to spend as much
time with their children as they would like.
Hence, a birthday party can be a very special
occasion for family and friends to cherish that
time together.
This trend is going to have some longevity
in our society due to a parent’s overarching
desire to take care of their children. And in our
cultural mindset today, that may be defined as
spending thousands of dollars on balloons and
party hats. I would like to add, though, that no
form of love can be “bought,” and parents who
utilize this birthday party extravaganza idea in
lieu of emotional, physical or mental support
are harming their child psychologically. It is
important to recognize that material goods do
not make the party special or important; it is
those who show up and care for the child that
make their birthday truly happy.
JoAllie Paluchak | @edinboronow

of what his campaign calls good-paying
family-sustaining jobs.
Barletta has a track record of supporting
bills that aim to help smaller communities.
Shayma Musa | @edinboronow

Most interesting FYE Classes
By Nathan Brennan
Staff Writer

The road to getting your degree can be
long and difficult, especially with a lot
of required courses that may not be very
“fun” to take. However, there are some
fun classes in the curriculum when you
start out, specifically FYE (First Year
Experience courses), which can put a
spring in your step when the drudgery of
school is getting you down.
Here is a list of the five most
interesting classes in Edinboro’s FYE
program. You can’t necessarily “pick”
one of these classes, but some lucky
freshmen are in them.
FYE 10109: Harry Potter
That’s right. What better way to
celebrate another successful Potterfest
than with a class all about the “Boy Who
Lived”? Hopefully Voldemort isn’t the
teacher.
The course description reads: “This
course examines the seven-novel
Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling.
It will cover issues such as literature’s
connection to myth and folklore, the
process of literary analysis, and the
creation and marketing of popular
fiction. Students will develop an indepth understanding of literature and
the creative process.
FYE 10108: Jazz, Pop, and Rock
“Ya like Jazz?” — Barry B. Benson
Well, if you answered “yes” to the
question posed by Jerry Seinfeld’s
character in the classic “Bee Movie,”
then you’ll enjoy this class all about the
history of jazz, as well as pop and rock.
The course description reads: “This
course provides experiences and
information designed to present jazz,
pop, and rock music in historical and
contemporary cultural perspectives. This
course will orient first-year Edinboro
students during their transitions to
university life. It is specifically designed
to acclimate the student to college and
increase the probability that they will
attain academic success.”
FYE 10309: Superheroes, Comic
Books, and Politics
Ever wanted to know the political
context of such comic book heroes as
Captain America or the X-Men? If you

don’t, you might not like this class. But
I feel like most of us would look forward
to its weekly meetings.
The course description reads: This
course examines comic books and the
genre of superheroes in political context.
Specifically, students address the social
forces surrounding the development
of comics and superheroes as vehicles
for political ideology, messaging, and
action.
FYE 10112: Origami: The Art of
Paper Folding
Have you ever made a paper airplane
but wanted to shift it into maximum
overdrive? Go to the EXTREME with the
art of paper folding, Origami!
The course description reads: “This
course will introduce students to the
art known as origami. This course will
begin by investigating the uncertain
origins of origami and the foundational
folds used to create traditional models.
The course will cover various branches
of modern origami: modular, crumping,
tessellations, pleating, pureland, and
more.”
FYE 10412: Health Survival Skills for
Millenials
Everyone has heard about the issues
plaguing the current college generation,
so now there’s a class that takes a closer
look at those issues and one that counts
towards Core 4 requirements!
The course description reads:
“This FYE course examines health
issues pertinent to the millennial
generation by exploring the social,
physical, and emotional paradigms
of health promotion. Content covers
both historical and contemporary
perspectives addressing behaviors which
promote health and as well as those that
potentially compromise health.”
No matter what one’s incoming
major is, these courses are sure to
be interesting to you whether it be
an interest related to a hobby, or an
experience that you have had. And if
you’re a sophomore or upperclassman,
you can find out what professors teach
the class and, who knows, they might let
you sit in on a lecture.
Nathan Brennan | @edinboronow

Trump hosts Putin at the White House for talks in July.
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Trump isn’t the only one obsessed with Putin
By Bloomsburg News
Tribune News Service

Liberal foreign policy in the Trump era is a bit
like a fantasy novel. The narrative is compelling,
but it requires a suspension of disbelief.
This is particularly true when it comes to Russia.
The Democratic Party is rightly furious at Russian
President Vladimir Putin for his interference in
the 2016 election. U.S. President Donald Trump’s
obsequiousness to Putin has Democrats asking
why more is not being done to counter Russian
aggression. And yet anyone who remembers
Barack Obama’s reset after Russia’s invasion of
Georgia in 2008, or his campaign to engage the
world’s thugs and tyrants, cannot help but wonder
where this muscularity was when liberals were in
power.
Enter Peter Beinart. He seeks to cure Democrats
of their recent amnesia. In an essay in The Atlantic,
Beinart urges the party to return to its more supine
foreign policy roots. He longs for the Democratic
Party that respected Russia’s prerogatives to
influence the countries that once comprised the
Soviet Union and looked for opportunities of great
power cooperation.
“On North Korea, Russia, and NATO,
Democrats in Congress sound a lot like the Never
Trump hawks who once called them appeasers,”
Beinart writes. He knows whereof he speaks. In
the run-up to the Iraq War, when he was editor of
the New Republic, Beinart was one of those hawks
calling out such appeasement.
Beinart has since repented. These days he is a
reliable advocate of de-escalation, multilateralism,
engagement and the other euphemisms that titillate
foreign policy realists. With this essay, he becomes
one of the first major voices to challenge the
newfound bellicosity of his political tribe.
Beinart’s big criticism is that America’s many
commitments in the world, from Taiwan to
Ukraine, risk military conflicts the U.S. cannot
afford and that most Americans will not support.
(And, as Trump’s rise shows, many Republicans
also agree with Beinart.)
These commitments create a kind of insolvency
for U.S. foreign policy, a concept first put forth
by Walter Lippman in 1943. Trying to become
the world’s only superpower puts America in the
position of promising what it cannot reasonably
deliver. “Just as it cannot indefinitely incur debts
that exceed its ability to pay,” Beinart writes, “it
cannot indefinitely incur overseas obligations that

exceed its power.”
Beinart does not go as far Trump did in June,
when the president worried that America’s
security commitment to NATO’s newest member,
Montenegro, could create the conditions for World
War III. He argues that Democrats have to continue
to support the NATO mutual-defense bargain, even
if he now thinks it was unwise to allow the Baltic
states to join the alliance in the 2000s.
When it comes to Georgia and Ukraine,
however, Beinart argues for retreat. “To protect
what matters most, the integrity of its elections
and those of its allies, America should compromise
where it matters less: in Russia’s backyard,” he
writes. This means encouraging the elected
governments in Tbilisi and Kiev to accept the same
status as Finland during the Cold War.
Finland enjoyed sovereignty over its domestic
affairs, Beinart argues. But in exchange for not
becoming a full vassal of the Soviet Union,
Finland agreed to not pursue foreign policies
hostile to Moscow. What’s not to like? This is not
a particularly new argument. Before his death
last year, Jimmy Carter’s national security adviser,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, made the case for a Ukrainian
Finland. So has Henry Kissinger.
The problem is that the Finland compromise
was not so great for the Finns. As James Kirchick,
a fellow at the Brookings Institution (and a
close friend) has argued, the view that Finland’s
compromise preserved Finnish democracy is a
myth. From 1956 to 1982, Finland had only one
president. Finnish politicians ended up seeking
patrons among the politburo in Moscow during
this period, while authorities censored articles too
critical of the Soviets.
Similarly, Beinart’s analysis fails to adequately
consider what Georgians, Taiwanese or Ukrainians
would prefer. The argument seems to be that it’s
provocative for nation states on the periphery of
China and Russia to demand real sovereignty, and
that it’s bellicose for America to support these
aspirations.
But this gets it backwards. Appeasing bully
nations does not sate the desire for conquest. It
whets the appetite. Beinart may be correct that
Americans will not support a war for Georgia,
Taiwan or Ukraine. But he fails to grasp why the
world is safer if China and Russia believe America
is still willing to fight that war. Fifteen years ago,
Beinart understood this. It’s a pity his atonement
for the Iraq War has led him to forget.
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Cal State retires Prospector Pete amid cries of racism
By Hannah Fry

Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES — California State
University, Long Beach is sending Prospector
Pete packing.
The towering bronze statue that sits in the
plaza outside the liberal arts building soon
will be relocated to a less prominent place on
campus as the university officially moves to
retire the mascot that some say represents the
state’s history of racism and genocide against
Native Americans.
The university’s announcement Thursday
comes on the heels of a decades long debate
over the suitability of the “49ers” image, which
pays homage to the state’s gold rush, on a
college campus that has increasingly welcomed
a more culturally diverse student population in
recent years.
“As our diversity grew and more voices
were heard, we came to know that the 1849
California gold rush was a time in history
when the indigenous peoples of California
endured subjugation, violence and threats of
genocide,” President Jane Close Conoley said
in a statement. “Today, the spirit of inclusivity
is reflected in our students, faculty, staff,
alumni and community. Today’s Beach is not
connected to that era.”
The Prospector Pete statue, formally named
“The Forty-Niner Man,” evolved from the
creation of the campus in 1949 and founding
President Pete Peterson’s reference to having
“struck the gold of education” by establishing
the college. However, students see it largely as
a commemoration of prospectors and their
participation in an uglier side of the state’s
history.

Tension over the mascot began in earnest
on the campus following the Vietnam War in
the 1970s and has continued to simmer over
the years. Scrutiny of the statue reached new
heights in light of a nationwide movement
to remove public monuments that celebrate
controversial historical figures or time periods.
Cal State Long Beach athletics made a subtle
shift away from the image in 2014 in favor
of the nickname “Beach Athletics.” However,
campus student government pushed for a more
substantial change in March, when it passed
a resolution to retire Prospector Pete and
disassociate the college completely from the
state’s gold rush era.
The resolution notes that more than 80
percent of the indigenous American population
died in the 20 years following the gold rush
from malnutrition, disease, enslavement and
massacres.
The campus, and Long Beach as a whole,
has deep roots to Native American tradition.
Cal State Long Beach is built atop what once
was the village of Puvungna, a sacred site to
the Gabrielino-Tongva Tribe, where their
lawgiver and god, Chungichnish, instructed his
people. More than a dozen archaeological sites
on or near the campus have been identified
as Puvungna village sites, according to the
university.
“Multiple scholars have cited the California
Prospectors, also known as the 49ers, as
culpable in violent and genocidal acts against
the indigenous people of California,” the
resolution states. “Prospectors in California
perpetuated colonization, white supremacy,
racism and exclusion ideals not only against
indigenous American communities, but also
women, people of color and non-Protestant

2 Silent Sam protesters resolve
charges stemming from UNC rally
By Tammy Grub
The Herald Sun

HILLSBOROUGH, N.C.
—Orange County officials
resolved two cases Thursday
against people charged with
simple assault during a Silent
Sam Confederate statue
protest in August on the
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill campus.
John Quick, 35, of
Carrboro, pleaded guilty
in Orange County District
Court to misdemeanor simple
assault as part of a deferred
prosecution agreement. The
agreement requires him
to complete 24 hours of
community service and stay
out of trouble for six months.
If Quick meets the
conditions, his charge will
be dropped at a March
hearing, his attorney, Tom
Cadwallader, said.
A simple assault charge
against Dannielle Shochet,
47, of Raleigh, was dismissed,
Cadwallader said.
Both were charged at
an Aug. 25 protest held in
opposition to a planned
Confederate rally, five days

after the Aug. 20 toppling of
the Silent Sam statue.
The UNC Board of
Governors has until Nov. 15
to offer solutions to the Silent
Sam issue.
Members of Defend UNC
were in court Thursday
morning to support six
defendants facing charges,
including Shochet and quick.
The other defendants will
return to District Court on
Oct. 9:
— Jody Anderson, 21, who
is charged with assault on a
government official
— Jaya Athavale, 18, who is
charged with resisting a public
officer and failure to disperse
— Joseph Karlik, 27, who is
charged with resisting a public
officer and failure to disperse
— Christopher Wells, 30,
who is charged with resisting
a public officer and failure to
disperse
Karlik was one of eight
people charged in the
toppling of a Confederate
statue in downtown Durham
in August 2017. Durham
County District Attorney
Roger Echols dismissed the

charges against him and four
others in February after a
judge acquitted one suspect
and dismissed charges against
two others.
At least 26 people have now
been charged in connection
with Silent Sam protests on
the UNC campus on Aug. 20,
25, 30 and Sept 8.
The group moved
Thursday afternoon from the
courthouse to UNC’s campus
for a Speakout Against
Police Brutality at the South
Building, where they planned
to give student demands to
the UNC administration.
Supporters also were
encouraged to call District
Attorney Jim Woodall’s office
Thursday and demand that he
drop all charges against the
protesters.
The speakout and callin also were sponsored by
UNC Students Against Police
Brutality, UNC students of
the Silent Sam Sit-In, Campus
Y and the Workers’ Union at
UNC.

Photo: Luis Sinco/Tribune News Service
Prospector Pete fires up the crowd before a 2011 basketball game at The Pyramid in Long Beach.
communities.”
Conoley said in an effort to preserve history,
the Prospector Pete statue will not be destroyed
but will be moved to a new alumni center that
is expected to break ground next year.
Whether the university will select a new
mascot hasn’t been decided, but officials said
they will seek input from students, alumni
and the community during a campus vision
planning event, called Imagine Beach 2030,
in November. Students and some faculty have
suggested the university avoid modeling a
new mascot after a specific person or group to
prevent appropriating a culture or offending
others on campus in the future.
Debate over the mascot has become heated
on social media, with some alumni and

community members alleging the decision
sanitizes the state’s history and is the result of
a wave of political correctness that has washed
over modern society.
Professor Craig Stone, the director of the
American Indian Studies Program at the
college, supports the mascot change and
said the issue centers on the college’s desire
to be inclusive. Mascots represent a sense
of belonging for students and alumni, and
representations that bring up “historical
trauma” can alienate people, he said.
“If you want real change, you have to
embrace perseverance,” he said. “It’s been an
issue for the last 50 years, and now we’re in a
moment in time when the culture is receptive
to making a change.”

By Clifford Ward

his public persona.”
Forced labor supported the missions and
Spanish troops garrisoned near some missions
were blamed for spreading syphilis and other
diseases that devastated local communities.
Native American students and staff and
tribal leaders in Northern California told the
committee that the impacts of the missions were
long-lasting and harmful. Generations as recent
as their parents and grandparents had been sent
to boarding schools to force assimilation. Those
in the school community spoke “of visceral
feelings of harm, trauma, emotional damage,
and damage to their mental health” from seeing
Serra’s name around campus, according to
the committee’s report last month. They said
the university also has failed “to acknowledge
the history of the land that it occupies and the
groups from whom the lands were taken.”
Serra is not the only name from the Mission
era that appears on campus, but the committee
recommended against any other changes
without evidence of misconduct by others.
The committee also recommended that the
university go beyond taking down names to
correct the harm that some have experienced, in
part by diversifying its campus naming practices
and implementing relevant community and
campus education programs. Members also said
Stanford should acknowledge the history with
plaques putting it into perspective.
Serra Mall, open only to pedestrians and
bicycles, leads to Serra Street. The committee did
not recommend trying to rename the street,
but recommended that it bear an explanatory
plaque.

Stanford removing priest’s name from parts of campus
Chicago Tribune

Stanford University leaders plan to strip
some prominent campus references to Junipero
Serra, the canonized 18th century priest who
established the California mission system that
critics blame for decimating Native American
communities.
The Franciscan friar was credited with
bringing Catholicism to California when it
was under Spanish rule, and he evangelized
indigenous people. Critics note that he
sometimes used harsh methods and many see
him more as an oppressor than a protector of
early Californians.
Serra’s name will be removed from a
dormitory and an academic building, both now
called Serra House, and from Serra Mall, one of
the most prominent and recognizable features of
the campus, the university announced.
Stanford’s board will seek approval from local
and federal agencies to rename Serra Mall as
Jane Stanford Way, after Jane Stanford who, with
her husband, Leland, founded the university.
The committee that recommended that Serra’s
name be removed included attorneys, Stanford
students and faculty. University President Marc
Tessier-Lavigne recommended using Jane
Stanford’s name prominently.
The committee argued that Serra, who
was canonized in 2015, created the mission
system that “pervasively mistreated and abused
California’s Native Americans. His founding and
leadership of that system was at the time and
remains today a central and inextricable part of

Editorial: When sexual assault takes place on college campuses, call police and prosecutors
The Chicago Tribune Staff
Chicago Tribune
A year ago, U.S. Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos rattled
college officials nationwide by
signaling that she would shred
Obama-era regulations on campus
sexual assault. Those rules, from the
notorious 2011 “Dear Colleague”
letter, urged colleges to get tougher
on sexual assault allegations or
possibly forfeit millions in federal
funding.
Many colleges cracked down. But
accused students and their families
complained that inept campus
judicial systems trampled their legal
rights. DeVos agreed that the “Dear
Colleague” changes tilted the system
too much in favor of alleged victims.
The education secretary hasn’t
yet unveiled the new standards, but
preliminary proposals reportedly
would bring several changes.
Among the most dramatic:
— Colleges no longer would be
required to investigate complaints
that originate off campus or outside
school-sponsored programs.
Schools would be allowed to address
more complaints via an informal
resolution process if that doesn’t
short-change the complainant.
— School investigations no longer
would begin with what on many
campuses is a tacit assumption of an
accused student’s guilt. Specifically,
it could become more difficult to
decide that a student committed
a sexual assault: The Obamaera standard of “preponderance

of the evidence” could rise to a
tougher-to-meet standard, “clear
and convincing evidence.” That’s
still short of the criminal justice
standard of evidence “beyond a
reasonable doubt.” But campus
authorities probably would need to
be more certain going forward that
an assault did happen before they
declare a verdict of guilt.
— Whatever the rules, the goal is
still the same: Make campuses safer.
Punish perpetrators and comfort
victims. Deter assaults, harassment
and rape. But the new approach
would come closer than the
Obama-era rules to adding another
imperative: Don’t railroad students
accused of misconduct. That’s
essentially what the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled recently in
the case of a University of Michigan
student accused of sexual assault.
The court said that an accused
student is entitled to cross-examine
witnesses.
What’s the best way to achieve
fair outcomes? We hope the revised
rules contain a terse directive:
Campus officials, when you receive
allegations of assault, don’t play cop,
district attorney, judge and jury. Call
law enforcement. Let professionals
investigate and decide if criminal
charges are warranted. And if they
levy charges, let them pursue justice.
Why the police and prosecutors
and not the profs and provosts?
Because the authorities are likelier
to be trained and experienced
at these jobs. They know how to

Photo: Olivier Douliery/Tribune News Service
Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos speaks during a Cabinet meeting in the White House.
handle interrogations and evidence.
They don’t have a vested interest in
protecting the college’s reputation,
as administrators surely do. Nor
are they subject to campus culture.
They can go where the evidence
leads.
By contrast, the more campus
officials dabble in their own version
of investigating and judging such
allegations, the greater the chances
that such cases will be mishandled.
We understand that not so
many years ago, some complaints
by sexual assault victims trailed
off into limbo. Law enforcement
authorities sometimes responded
half-heartedly or clumsily.
But attitudes among the public
and law enforcement officers
have dramatically changed. Today

there’s a far greater recognition
of sexual violence and a desire to
combat it. There’s the thunderous
toppling of powerful men by
#MeToo allegations. Many sexual
harassment, assault or abuse
allegations, even if decades old, no
longer are dismissed. An allegation
rooted in the 1980s has had the
power to stall a confirmation vote
on a U.S. Supreme Court nominee.
The encouraging upshot: More
alleged victims step forward because
they have more confidence that law
enforcement officials will take them
seriously.
That’s a profound and welcome
development. And it should be the
norm for campus sexual assault
cases. Colleges and universities are
in the educating business, not the

criminal justice business. Campuses
should offer a full panoply of
services for alleged victims. Schools
can set restrictions within the
campus community on accused
students, and if they’re convicted,
can impose penalties including
expulsion. But college officials
should stop short of trying to
oversee and execute these complex
investigations and adjudications.
Instead of a “Dear Colleague”
letter to college administrators, how
about a “Dear Prospective Prison
Inmate” letter to arriving students,
outlining the repercussions for
criminally abusive behavior? We
expect the prospect of jail time, not
a mere slap-down from campus
administrators, would influence
students’ behavior from Day One.

World
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Trump gets laughed at, attacks Iran in United Nations speech
By Robyn Dixon
Los Angeles Times

UNITED NATIONS — President Donald Trump had barely
begun his address to the United Nations General Assembly on
Tuesday when he declared his tenure had “accomplished more
than almost any administration in the history of our country,”
the kind of over-the-top boast he often makes at his campaign
rallies.
Around the cavernous hall, diplomats and world leaders broke
into what even the official White House transcript described as
laughter.
“Didn’t expect that reaction, but that’s OK,” Trump said,
momentarily startled. That prompted more guffaws and
applause.
Trump delivered a fiery speech here last September that raised
fears of nuclear war, but many leaders appeared to view the selfpraise and ominous warnings in his second U.N. address as more
theater than threat. He even showed up 24 minutes late, forcing
organizers to rush Ecuador’s president in as a placeholder.
The 200 or so delegations sat silently as Trump cited what
he claimed as major achievements, including the U.S. pullout
from the Iran nuclear accord, his refusal to sign a U.N.-backed
compact for migration, the withdrawal from the U.N. Human
Rights Council and his decision to move the U.S. Embassy in
Israel to Jerusalem, all decisions that many in the world body
opposed. Applause at the end was polite but muted.
As expected, Trump aimed his sharpest ire at Iran, blaming
the Islamic Republic for sowing “havoc and slaughter” in Syria
and Yemen, and spreading “mayhem across the Middle East” and
beyond.
“Iran’s leaders sow chaos, death and destruction,” Trump
said. “They do not respect their neighbors, their borders or the
sovereign rights of nations.”
He urged other countries to join an economic pressure
campaign against Iran, a direct challenge to the four other
permanent members of the Security Council that remain
committed to the Iran nuclear deal that Trump abandoned in
May.
“We ask all nations to isolate Iran’s regime as long as its
aggression continues,” Trump said.
The Trump administration re-imposed sanctions last month
targeting Iran’s purchase of U.S. dollars, trade in gold and its
automotive sector. Potentially more damaging sanctions are set
to begin in November on Iran’s oil and shipping sectors and its
central bank.
But Trump devoted much of a somber 35-minute address
to promoting his “America first” agenda, and its emphasis on
national sovereignty in trade, security and international affairs.
“We reject the ideology of globalism, and we embrace the
doctrine of patriotism,” he said.
He also outlined the argument for his disruptive approach to
foreign affairs, from the Middle East to North Korea, where he

has upended traditional diplomacy by discarding long-standing
U.S. policies.
“America’s policy of principled realism means we will not be
held hostage to old dogmas, discredited ideologies, and so-called
experts who have been proven wrong over the years, time and
time again,” he said.
Citing the dangers of illegal immigration and “uncontrolled
migration,” Trump argued that each country should set its
own policies in accordance with its national interest. The U.N.
estimated about 65 million people, mostly from impoverished
nations, have been dislocated due to war, persecution,
environmental disasters and economic needs.
“Migration should not be governed by an international body
unaccountable to our own citizens,” Trump said, explaining his
rejection of a newly negotiated global compact on migration.
“Ultimately, the only long-term solution to the migration crisis
is to help people build more hopeful futures in their home
countries. Make their countries great again.”
Trump bore down on his persistent pledge to trim and reprioritize America’s foreign aid budget, complaining that helping
poverty-stricken countries offered little benefit to U.S. interests.
“The United States is the world’s largest giver in the world, by
far, of foreign aid. But few give anything to us,” he told the world
body.
Trump said Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo would take
a “hard look” at the State Department budget and ensure that
countries receiving aid or military protection “also have our
interests at heart.”
“Moving forward, we’re only going to give foreign aid to those
who respect us and, frankly, are our friends,” he said.
His plan to make aid more transactional challenges, at least
in part, traditional U.S. attempts to use so-called soft power
to promote human rights and democracy, especially in fragile
societies or those where U.S. interests are prominent. The
countries that receive the most U.S. economic aid are Iraq,
Afghanistan, Israel and Egypt.
Despite his emphasis on sovereignty, Trump did not criticize
Russia. The U.N. has criticized Moscow for its invasion of
Ukraine, and its seizure of Crimea, as well as its actions in
Georgia and the Balkans; and the U.S. intelligence community
and a Virginia grand jury have documented the Kremlin’s
interference in the 2016 presidential campaign.
He praised North Korean leader Kim Jong Un “for his
courage” and cited the confidence-building steps both leaders
have taken since their June 12 summit in Singapore. But efforts
to persuade North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons appear
to have stalled, and Trump added that U.S. sanctions will stay in
place “until denuclearization occurs.”
In one of several inconsistencies, Trump attacked the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, known as
OPEC, for “ripping off the rest of the world” with high prices, but
then praised Saudi Arabia’s leadership for what he called bold

reforms. Saudi Arabia is the largest supplier by far in OPEC and
is partly responsible for higher oil prices as U.S. sanctions bite
into Iran’s oil production.
As he has in the past, he warned that Germany risks becoming
“totally dependent on Russian energy” for planning an 800-milelong natural gas pipeline under the Baltic Sea. Germany views
the complaints, in part, as an effort to sell more U.S. energy, and
TV cameras showed the German delegation grinning broadly
after Trump’s remarks.
Trump praised his decision last December to move the U.S.
Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem, a hotly disputed action that
few in the audience favored, calling it “very historic change.”
Trump’s critics believe he has openly sided with Israel over the
Palestinians and jeopardized any chance to revive the longstalled Mideast peace process.
“The tone of this speech won’t be effective outside Trump’s
base at home — boastful, bitter and resentful of countries that
‘take advantage of us,’” Nicholas Burns, a former senior diplomat
in Republican and Democratic administrations, said via Twitter.
“He is not leading the world, but campaigning against it.”
In a departure from his usual style, Trump offered “special
thanks” to the leaders of South Korea, Japan and China for their
role in bringing North Korea to nuclear talks; commended
Jordan for taking in refugees, and celebrated India and Poland,
among others.
Trump’s worldview did not go unchallenged. French President
Emmanuel Macron, without naming the U.S. president,
delivered an implicit rebuke from the podium minutes later on
immigration, women’s rights and other areas of concern.
“It’s not acceptable anymore that an individual would have
less opportunity simply due to where they were born, or their
gender,” Macron said in an address that was greeted with loud,
sustained applause.
On what may be his signature issue — climate change —
Macron said that the 2015 Paris agreement had “stayed intact”
despite Trump’s decision to pull the United States out of the
landmark accord last year.
Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, responded directly to
Trump when he took the podium later Tuesday, reminding the
world body that Washington — not Tehran — had quit the 2015
nuclear accord approved by the Security Council and enforced by
the U.N.’s nuclear watchdog agency.
He urged the Trump administration to end “unjust sanctions”
and denounced what he called America’s “authoritarian” policies,
criticizing leaders who “ride public sentiments and gain popular
support through the fomenting of extremist nationalism and
racism.”
He said no nation would be brought to the negotiating table
by force, but said Iran was prepared to talk. “I am starting the
dialogue right here,” he said, adding that it must “start with the
ending of threats.”
“No war, no sanctions, no threats, no bullying,” Rouhani said.

Putin’s party suffers rare losses More than 20 dead, dozens more wounded
as Russian protest votes grow when gunman attacks Iran military parade
By Jake Rudnitsky,
Irina Reznik
& Stepan Kravchenko
Bloomberg News

MOSCOW — President
Vladimir Putin’s United Russia
party lost governorships in
three regions as the fallout
from popular anger over a plan
to boost the retirement age
makes usually tightly controlled
elections more competitive.
Candidates from the populist
Liberal Democratic Party of
Russia beat United Russia
incumbents in the Khabarovsk
and Vladimir regions,
according to the Central
Election Commission. Another
United Russia candidate
withdrew his name from the
run-off ballot in Khakassia over
the weekend after coming in
second in the initial round of
voting.
While United Russia won
in 18 of 22 gubernatorial races
held this month, losses for the
ruling party are unusual in
Russia’s heavily choreographed
elections. They came as Putin’s
approval rating slumped to
the lowest in more than a
decade after the government
announced a plan to raise the
pension age by five years for

men and women, to 65 and 60,
respectively. The unpopular
reforms also led to protests
earlier this month, with over
1,000 arrested in nearly 40 cities
across Russia.
“This is unequivocally
a protest vote,” Alexander
Kynev, a specialist on regional
politics at the Higher School
of Economics in Moscow, said.
“People are unhappy with the
Kremlin’s policy and they’re
ready to vote for anyone who
isn’t a representative of United
Russia.”
Though it benefited from
popular discontent, the LDPR
is routinely loyal to the Kremlin
and the electoral losses aren’t
likely to cause major changes in
policy. But they are sign of the
growing political challenge for
Putin and his allies.
“On the one hand, this was
a protest vote, but I wouldn’t
directly link it to United
Russia,” Alexei Makarkin,
deputy director of the Moscowbased Center for Political
Technologies, said. “They had a
good showing at elections on a
regional level for the most part.”
For the Kremlin, Sunday’s
losses were “unexpected
to a certain extent” but the
authorities were pleased to

see peaceful and competitive
elections, spokesman Dmitry
Peskov said.
LDPR’s Vladimir Sipyagin
won the election in Vladimir
in central Russia, unseating
United Russia’s Svetlana Orlova.
In the Far Eastern region of
Khabarovsk, Sergey Furgal beat
acting governor Vyacheslav
Shport.
The acting governor of
Khakassia in Siberia, Viktor
Zimin, withdrew his candidacy
from the second round of
election for head of the region
after losing to Communist
party candidate in the previous
round. In the Far East’s
Primorye region, the results of
a runoff were invalidated after
officials found irregularities
in a victory by United Russia
member and acting Governor
Andrey Tarasenko.
In a sign that the authorities
still maintain a firm grip
over how far protests can go,
Russian opposition leader
Alexei Navalny was detained
Monday, his spokeswoman
Kira Yarmysh announced on
Twitter. He was charged with
violating protest laws moments
after being released from jail
following a 30-day sentence on
the same charge.

Photo: Alexei Druzhinin/Tribune News Service

Russian President Vladimir Putin listens during a meeting with Hungarian Prime
Minister Viktor Orban. Putin’s political party lost rare elections in three regions recently.

By Shashank Bengali
& Ramin Mostaghim
Los Angeles Times

TEHRAN, Iran – Gunmen riding
motorcycles opened fire on a military parade
in southwestern Iran on Saturday, killing
more than 20 people, including several
members of the Revolutionary Guards in a
rare militant attack in the tightly controlled
Islamic Republic.
State media reported that at least 53
people were injured in the shooting in
Ahvaz, the capital of Khuzestan province,
an oil-rich but impoverished region
populated largely by Arabs who have long
accused Iran’s ethnic Persian majority of
discrimination.
The official IRNA news agency said 24
people were killed. A lawmaker, Mojtaba
Zulnour, said the death toll was 29. Several
of the wounded were in critical condition,
officials said.
The Islamic State extremist group and an
Iranian Arab separatist movement called the
Ahwazi Democratic Popular Front, Sunni
Muslim groups that oppose Iran’s Shiite-led
establishment, claimed responsibility for
the attack, believed to be the deadliest in
Iran in nearly eight years.
Amaq, a news agency affiliated with
Islamic State, said several so-called
inghimaasis, militants who fight to the
last bullet before blowing themselves up
or getting killed, attacked a “gathering of
Iranian forces” during a military parade.
A spokesman for the Ahwazi group told
a London-based Iranian opposition news
channel that it had carried out the attack to
avenge the Iranian theocracy’s “oppression
and brutality.” Neither group provided
evidence for its claim.
The dead included eight members of the
Revolutionary Guard, the elite force that
runs Iran’s military operations overseas,
including those against Islamic State, and
which Iranian Arabs accuse of quashing
anti-government protests and arresting
activists in Khuzestan.
Iranian officials referred to the gunmen
as “takfiri elements,” which usually refers
to Sunni militants. Three shooters died at
the scene while a fourth died at a hospital,
according to the website Khabar Online.
The attack struck one of several military
parades taking place across the country to
commemorate the start of the Iran-Iraq war
in 1980.
An army spokesman, Shahin Amirkhani,
said the gunmen had planted rif les in a park
close to the parade site “a few days before

the attack,” Khabar Online reported. The
target of the shooting appeared to be a riser
where Revolutionary Guard officers and
other security personnel were watching the
parade.
As lines for blood donations formed
outside medical facilities in Ahvaz, Foreign
Minister Javad Zarif blamed “terrorists
recruited, trained, armed and paid by a
foreign regime,” signaling that the attack
would raise tensions with its regional rival,
Saudi Arabia, and the U.S., a Saudi ally.
“Iran holds regional terror sponsors and
their U.S. masters accountable for such
attacks,” Zarif said on Twitter. “Iran will
respond swiftly and decisively in defense of
Iranian lives.”
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
condemned the “hard-hearted mercenaries
who open fire on children, women and
innocent people,” and also lashed out at the
U.S., saying the attack was “a continuation
of the conspiracies of America’s stooges in
the region.”
Since the 1979 Islamic Revolution toppled
a Western-backed monarch, Iran’s security
forces have maintained a tight grip, and
the country has mostly avoided large-scale
terrorist violence.
Last year, Islamic State militants attacked
the parliament and the shrine of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, the founder of the
Islamic Revolution, in Tehran, killing at
least 18 people and wounding more than 50.
Khuzestan has been the site of political
unrest before. In 2005 and 2006, Arab
separatist groups carried out a series of
bombings at government and commercial
buildings, killing more than two dozen
people and injuring hundreds.
More recently, separatists have attacked
unguarded oil pipelines, usually at night.
Iranian security forces have arrested
large numbers of Arab activists, holding
many incommunicado and without charges,
according to Human Rights Watch and
other organizations.
In recent months, public anger has grown
in Khuzestan over sandstorms, power
blackouts and air pollution that many blame
on desertification and excessive f laring from
oil facilities.
Although the province on the Iraqi
border is the source of much of Iran’s oil
and hydropower, it remains one of the least
developed parts of the country.
Like many Iranian cities over the last
year, Ahvaz has seen anti-government
demonstrations put down by security
personnel, often by force.
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By Britton Rozzelle

Legendary Super Saiyan
Tokyo Game Show 2018 recently concluded and with that
comes a slew of new announcements for video game enthusiasts
worldwide.
Sony Entertainment
Sony specifically had a large showing at the event this year,
showing off a whole day’s worth of content on the main stage.
Standouts this year included new footage from Hideo Kojima’s
“Death Stranding,” starring Troy Baker as well as a large amount
of gameplay. They also teased From Software’s new title, “Skiro:
Shadows Die Twice,” available later this year.
With each showing, fans in attendance were able to see just
what the next set of Playstation exclusives look like, alongside
exciting new trailers available online.
Square Enix took to the stage as well, showing off a new trailer,
some artwork and some gameplay for the hotly anticipated
“Kingdom Hearts 3,” being released in January 2019. This included
new information regarding the “Big Hero 6”-themed world and
the overarching story of the conclusion to this world-famous
series.
Also revealed was the new project from Sega’s “Yakuza” team,
currently titled “Project Judge,” that puts players in the shoes of a
laywer-turned-private-eye in Kamurocho — a fictional city made
famous by the team’s former series.
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Nintendo:
The house that Mario built came to the show ready to fight,
announcing and releasing the Nintendo Entertainment System
online app for Nintendo Online subscribers. The NES app allows
players to access 20-plus Nintendo classics, ranging from “Ghosts
‘n Goblins” to “The Legend of Zelda,” with more to come monthly
— effectively creating a mini Netflix on the Switch. Speaking of
classics, Nintendo also announced the “Sega Genesis Classics”
collection for the Switch, including games like “Phantasy Star,”
“Sonic the Hedgehog,” and “Streets of Rage.” The collection will
include local co-op and save features when it launches this winter.
Other news:
This Tokyo Game Show saw the arrival of a large amount of
indie games for all consoles and PC, including “Devil’s Engine”
and “Fight Knight” — the latter being a dungeon-crawling
adventure starring a knight who, believe it or not, fights. With it
already having a brief tenure on Steam, the game comes highly
rated by critics and fans alike, and will be out on PS4 and Switch
later this year.
Also shown was “Devil May Cry 5,” the highly-anticipated
addition to the famed hack-and-slash franchise. It was met with
controversy regarding a new micro-transaction element that will
allow players to purchase upgraded items with real money should
they choose to.
Britton Rozzelle | @brsomebody

